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Ttvo 1MU alumni died on Sept. II, but
their legacies continue.
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Students who were m New York and students at JMU give personal accounts of the
healing process of the past year.
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Red-shirt senior Larissa Winkler is ready
to play volleyball after a season-ending
injury kept her sidelined in '07.
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Events tribute
to Constitution
Constitution's anniversary
to be celebrated Sept. 17
BY ASHLEY LUSK

contributing writer
Sept. 17 marks the 215th
anniversary of the signing of the
Constitution and brings with it
jMU's second annual campuswide Constitution Day.
This year's events, which
include signing the Constitution
and hearing prominent scholars, promise to be enriching and
informative, according to Andy
Pcrrine, director of Identity
Leadership at JMU "Students
will see how enriching it is to
learn about American history,"
Perrine said.

_66—!
[On Constitution Day]
we recognize the
importance of
remembering our
founding fathers.
-PhilBijjIer
director. Madison Center

99
Constitution Day was
founded to help provide students with a better understanding of the namesake of
their university as well as a
background of the government
and how it affects them. "We
name universities to give
honor to people," Perrine said.

"But we only have him (James
Madison) on our letterhead."

-66
Students will see how
enriching it is to learn
about American
history.
—Andy Perrine
director. Identity Leadership

99
Constitution Day is supported by the Madison
Center, which focuses on
integrating James Madison,
the person, into more than
just James Madison, the university Phil Bigler, director
of the' Madison Center, said,
"IOn Constitution Day] we
recognize the importance uf
remembering our founding
fathers."
The
Madison
Center hopes to promote student ideals of diversity and
open discussion through
these events.
In addition to flying a historically accurate flag over
Wilson Hall from the era of
fames Madison and Thomas
Jefferson, the Madison Center,
in conjunction with the university and the Cato Institute,
a non-profit research institute,
will present the following
events on Sept. 17, to commemorate Constitution Day.
All events are free of charge.
All phoM by BRIAN COKER/ttWrthainj pMapaplltr
see EVENTS, page 5

Speaker to recall Madison's
legacy in keynote address
professor said. This will be his
news editor
first appearance at the only colIn James Madison's absence, lege or university in the world
scholar John Samples seems to bearing the "Father of the
be speaking up on his behalf Constitution"'s name. Entitled
"James Madison and Theodore
these days.
Constitutional
"I try to recall Roosevelt:
Madison's Conservatives?" Samples' leclegacy to us ture will contrast the two presitoday as much dents' attitudes toward war.
as I can,'' said
Samples from
his
office
Tuesday while I try to recall Madison's
Ptratii counray of working on
legacy to us today as
Caiolmtiuc his keynote
John Sttfnpwi address
for
much as I can.
JMU's Constitution Day. Joined
—John Samples
by Cato Institute senior fellow
Constitution Day speaker
Tom Palmer. Samples will be
speaking during the symposium
"lames
Madison,
the
Constitution and Contemporary
Unlike Madison, who hated
Politics" 11 a.m. to noon Tuesday
war, Roosevelt had a romantic
in the College Center.
While working for the Cato vision of war, Samples said.
Institute, a Washington, DC- "Like Theodore Roosevelt,
based think tank dedicated to many conservatives see war as
protecting
civil
liberties. both inevitable and as an
Samples spends his time telling opportunity for the nation to
others what James Madison's grow bigger," Samples said.
thoughts on our nation's current - Its not romantic. It's not an
war on terrorism and possibk' element of greatness."
While he said his lecture
war against Iraq might have
Tuesday will delve heavily into
been. He's told US* Today, Fox
the writings and history behind
Mews
Channel,
MSNBC,
Roosevelt
and
Ma. I
Georgetown University, Cornell Samples said our nation's curUniversity
and
Harvard
rent standoff with Iraq also will
University among others, and
be discussed. "And 1 think
now he's coming to JMU.
"I'm looking forward to it,"
seeSfEAKEKpagrS
the Johns Hopkins University
BY DAVID CLEMENTSON

-66

99

Top: Students gather on the Quad
for the flag ceremony and moment
of silence at noon yesterday.
Middle : Senior Bruce MacLeod
receives a blue ribbon on the commons yesterday in recognition of
Sept. 11.
Bottom rl*M: Freshman John
O'Malley gives blood to the Red
Cross at the Convocation Center
Tuesday.
Bottom left: Students gather on
the commons for a candlelight vigil
last night to reflect and to remember the victims of Sept. 11.

As America
paused to
remember
the lives lost
a year ago
yesterday,
so too did JMU. Four
times yesterday morning,
the bells of Wilson Hall
marked the times of the
four plane crashes into the
World Trade Center, the
Pentagon and western
Pennsylvania. At noon,
the Quad stood still as a
flag ceremony was held in
front of Wilson Hall,
marking the beginning of
a campus-wide five minutes of silence. As evening
fell, a candlelight vigil was
held on the commons,
where an open microphone was available for
members of the JMU community to speak.
The events not only
prompted reflection and
remembrance, but encouraged us to consider what
we can do today to help the
ongoing struggle of the victims of Sept. 11.
— compiled from staff reports
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DUKE DAYS EVENTS CALENDAR
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 12

• Baptist Student Lnion Mi & Worship, 530 p.m. al the
BSU house on the comer of Cantrell Ave. and South Main St.
• Eta Sigma Gamma, National Health Science Honorary,
is having an informational meeting from 7:30 p.m. to
8:30 p.m. in ISAT 136. For more information, contact
Kelly Abemathy al 433-2570 or abemakv.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 13

POLICE LOG
Two JMU students reported that
unknown subjects entered their room
and ransacked their drawers, removed
two posters from the wall, pulled the
phone cord from the jack and left a CD
smashed on the floor in Wayland Hall
Sept. 8 between 8 30 and 9 p.m.
In other matters, campus police report
the following
Petty Larceny
A JMU student was judicially referred for
breaking and entenng and for larceny of
VCR movies and a jelly bean machine
in Chappalear Hall Sept 8 at 4 30 a m.
All items have been recovered
Trespassing
Non-students Richard J. Veach. 24. ol

• Canterbury Episcopal Ministry is having its Eucharist service at 5
p.m., followed by a home-conked meal. The Canterbury House is
located on South Main St., across fn>m the Quad. Questions, please
call 432-9613.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 17

• Student Duke Club pre-game tailgate. 4 p.m., Godwin Field. Guests
of SDC members are only $2. For more info, go to lartejmu.etiu/orgs/sik.

I

• Club tennis kjekoff BBQ for members, 4 to 8 p.m. at Purcell Park
Send an e-mail to Evan at sriniwrf. Bring a side item.

• Alternative Spring Break leader interest meeting, 8 p.m. in Taylor
Hall 40S

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 14

BY SHARON BLEAKM

• Hunk Cuter of Shenandoah Valley will hold an open house in
commemoration of Sept. U. The Center is kicaled at 1330 Country
Club Rd. Everyone is invited to visit the mosque between 2 and 5 p.m.
Sn Ml presentations will be gn en. Reln'shmcnts will be served Visit
unmiasv.org or e-mail almrdex@usv.org (or questions.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 16

• Men's club basketball tryouts at UREC 3 to 5 p.m.
Friday. Saturday and Sunday from 12 to 2. Contact Kyle
at proetUkt

police log reporter

Burlington, Iowa and Francis W. Murphy,
20, of Miles City. Mont were arrested
and charged with trespassing, soliciting
magazines and refusing to leave
Chesapeake Hall Sept. 6 at 12:19 p.m.
A trespass notice was issued for two
non-students selling magazines at the
Godwin bus stop Sept 6 at 2:40 p.m.
A trespass notice was issued for two
non-students skateboarding inside Duke
Hall Sept 7 at 12:02 pm.
Non-students David Lowe, 23. of
Spencer, Mass. and Robert A Hair. 25,
of Grapevine, Texas, were arrested and
charged with trespassing at
Chesapeake Hall Sept 7 at I 57 p.m.
The two were allegedly soliciting magazines and became verbally abusive.
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Carrier library reduces hours

Be not forgotten

• Mock Interviews will be taking place all day Tuesday and
Wednesday in the Sonncr Hall Interview Center. Professional dress
is recommended. Register online at www.pmifdu/amrr/mtfrvimmg.
Call x8-622v lor more information.

see POUCH I JOG. page 5
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SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 15

• Women s club softball In mils Thursday and Friday. MM al
Godwin stc-ps al 330 p.m. to get a ndc to trvoil ..minus field
Tryouts will be from 4 to 7 p.m. Bring dcats, gloves, bats and
any other equipment Questions? Email Laurvn at tthumalh.

t

sap 500
0.13
dose: 909.45

t

CLASSIFIEDS
How to place a classified: Come to The Breeze
oflce weekdays between 8 am. and 5p.m.
Cost: $3 00 lor the first 10 words, $2 lor each
additional 10 words, boxed classified, $10
per column inch.
Deadlines: noon Friday tor Monday issue, noon
Tuesday tor Thursday issue.
Classifieds must be paid in advance in The
Breeze office.

IKES TE
nLATELY
111 r

PAPAS

ALL-WHITE-MEAT BREAST FILLETS
Tender, crispy and golden brown.
Perfect for dipping!

n rr

Call me. I can help.

Includes:
Boffa(o tfot Sauce
Hone* musTAKP
TANGY

442-7878

BARftoLl

Large One Topping Pizza &
Order of Chicken Strips

$13.99!
433-PAPA

Law Office of Richard G. Morgan
Visa and MasterCard accepted

NO MORE HASSLES!
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Reading hours are over
Due to budget cuts. Carrier
Library will now be open 14
fewer hours per week.

NEWS

"It gives us the most
comfort we can get."
TESSIE HUNTER

mother ofSept. 11 victim

•ae itory pace 4

•M story below

iround Zero:

Future of former WTC site remains unclear
BY LYNNE DUKE

The Washington Post
Life
has
returned to the
World Financial
Center.
Merrill
Lynch is back, its
building no longer
a gouged wreck. Staffers or
American Express and the Wall
Street loumal fill the corridors of
these grand structures once again.
Renewal is rolling forward in
some parts of Lower Manhattan,
feeding the momentum to which
city leaders naturally cling as
they intone the mantra of revival.
But just acnws the street, across
West Street, stands the crucible.
That gash in the city's soul, that
massive hole in the ground, is a
devekipmental challenge like no
other in American history.
Rather than revival, it speaks,
still, of terrorism's toll.
This lfVacre site is so fraught
ith raw emotion, so drenched
in symbolism that its fate
remains the subject of an intense
civic debate here about just what
should be created on it and what
values should lead the process.

Back to the drawing board
With one false start behind
them, in the form of those six
design plans that were resoundingly rejected this summer by
experts and citizens who called
them mediocre, leaders of the
development effort continue to
grope for an inspired and overarching vision for what is likely to
be the city's most treasured site
for decades to come.
In effect starting from
scratch, the Lower Manhattan
Development Corp. and the
Port Authority of New York and
New Jersey, which are jointly
running the redevelopment
effort, last month invited a new
round of designers to compete
for position in a design study
for the site.
This time, the LMDC opened
the competition to a far broader
spectrum of the national and international design community, and a
selection is expected by the end of
this month. Officials overseeing
the development of a memorial
expect to begin their design competition early next year.
To be fair, this has never been

done before, at least not in the
United States. There is no precedent, no template, for the
rebuilding of a destroyed site
that many believed symbolized
the economic strength of the city
and the country. The process was
conceived within an emergency
and amid a tangle of competing
economic, political, emotional
and cultural interests.
Family ties interfere
Families of the dead want as
much space as possible preserved tor rnemorials to commemorate their loved ones. Yet a
primary driving force so far has
been the substantial commercial
interests at play between the
leaseholder of the old trade center
and the Port Authority of New
York and New Jersey, which
owns the trade center land and
received a hefty revenue stream
from trade center leases.
The Port Authority and the
LMDC are jointly leading the
redevelopment effort, creating
yet another tangle as well as
some jurisdictional jostling.
"This is sort of being made

up as we go along, because
there's no model," said Billie
Tsien, the only architect to sit on
the development corporation's
politically appointed board.
But amid the cacophony of
this grand civic conversation
about Ground Zero, "somebody
has got to have the vision and
the (guts) to make the whole
place coherent," said Elyn
Zimmerman, a sculptor who
created the memorial for the six
victims of the 1993 World Trade
Center bombing.

Businesses" pleas
The area around Ground
Zero desperately needs redevelopment after 100,000 jobs disappeared with the collapse of the
twin towers. With the return of
several large tenants to the
World Finance Center, though,
the area has regained about
40,000 jobs, said Madelyn WUs,
chairwoman of Community
Board No. 1, the local city government advisory group that
covers Lower Manhattan.
Still, the area is stagnant. Small
businesses are dying for lack of

Flight 93 remembered
Suh ANNE PRF.SSLEY
The Washington Post

BY

Then: is nothing much to see at
the rural crash site
ii| I nited Airlines
Flight 9.1 — just a
line of charred
trees and a distant disturbance
in the oats field where the giant
crater was. Yet people keep
coming here, with the hushed
reverence of church-goers, more
than a thousand of them a week
Most say it helps them somehow.
They stand quietly near the
wall of tokens brought here by
other visitors — the' police patches and firefighters' caps from
around the country, the flags
with broken hearts designed by
someone in Ohio, even plain
nicks with "Thank you I mm
of Right 93" scrawled 01 er them
in big black letters

-u—
To me, it's a cemetary
out there.
—Wally Milkr
counlj coroner.
Somtrscl, Pa

95
They look out at the lone
American flag that marks the spot
where the Boeing 757 crashed at
HMD a.m. on Sept U a year ago
and they marvel that no one on
the ground was struck. The terninsllii|.K-ked plane hi pastil
schools and neighbomm»l> Mid
town centers, plowing instead
miu (Ins reclaimed meadow atop
an old Goal mine '
file leeling I get is that this
■ hallowed ground," said
Kathy Coco, a retired teacher
from nearby lohmtown, Pa.
"It's almost like visiting the
grave of .i loved one,"
The tragic events of tli.it day
Cave llns small, hardworking
community in the southern

Allegheny Mountains, about 75
link's southeast of httsburgh, an
instant place in history. From
now on, it will be remembered as
part of a threesome: New York
City, where the twin towers of
the World Trade Center were
destroyed; the Pentagon, on the
outskirts of the nation's capital;
and tiny Shanksville, where the
plane bearing 44 people went
down in this empty space, bringing an inspinng story of heroism
and self-sacrifice to an otherwise
desolate time.
The terrorists aboard Right 93,
which originated in Newark and
was bound for San Francisco, had
taken control of the cockpit that
morning, apparently intending to
fly the plane into the White
House or the US. Capitol. But
several passengers with cell
phones learned of the earlier
attacks on the World Ir.ule
c cnler, and, n'ali/ing their likely
fate, hatched a fight-to-the-finish
plan to storm the terrorists.
The details of what happened are not fully known,
but the words of passenger
Todd Beamer, overheard by a
telephone operator — "Let's
roll!" — have become a lasting catchphrase
"Something happened, and
in Shanksville, they can touch it
in a special way," said the Rev.
Alphonse T. Mascherino. a
Catholic priest who bought a
,„arbv 100-year-old parish
church in disrepair and rechrismed ii Hie UAL Flight 9.3

Memorial Chapel.

Shanksville, actually several
miles awav but the nearest small
town to the site, has about 260
residents, and all of them can
recall with a haunting clarity
w ti.it tlicv were doing that morning. Mi-t lelt A* boom. Nevin

Lambert, who" '•"m w'"' ""

stately white house ami neat nil
outbuildings -"- "» " hi" ovlT"

loottw *• ■"''

wm sh u lm

" ' >'.

,, „1 into hi- bin when he saw the

customers, said Wils. Commercial
development is desperately needed, she said, but it is not universally welcomed. Families of the
dead an* wary of the push to commercialize the site.
And the families haw emerged
as a powerful lobby. For many of
them. Ground Zero remains a burial ground. After all, the remains of
only about half of the roughly
2JBO0 dead have been identified.'
The contention
From the beginning of the
redevelopment process, the
families have pushed hard to
preserve as much of the 16 acres
as possible for memorial space.
Initially, they wanted the entire
rill preserved. Then they relented and agreed that only the twin
towers' architectural "footprints" and the immediate area
around them — about eight
acres — need be set aside. Gov.
George Pataki has said he
agrees with them. Former NewYork mayor Rudy Giuliani has
come down unequivocally on
the families' side.
"I'd devote the entire 16 acres

Parks, roads honor
Sept. 11 victims
BY Sl'MATHI RhDD .

MtCHAKl I.IT7.KY/jVHiu/unM.m/W
Airline Pilot Donna Miller, of Colorado, places a flag by the
angel that represent* Jason Dahl, the pilot of United Flight 93.

plane come hurtling in low and
dive to the gntund. A piece of
blackened metal landed in his
pasture, he tells the crowds
sometimes at the memorial site,
often shedding a tear, it was hot
to the touch, he said.
As assistant chiel ol the
Shanksvilk'
Volunteer
Fire
Company. Rick Smith was one of
the first on the scene, within seven
or eight minutes. "What sticks
with me." he said nxxntly, "was
the total destnjctkvi of the aircraft.
I remember the smell of the jet
fuel And just the horrific sight
Soon, Smith and the other
firefighters from eight local
companies realized then' would
he no survivors. "We felt helpless." he said. They went to
work putting out the fires that
dotted the site. Only the smallest body parts were recovered.
"To me, it's a cemetery out
then'." said Somerset County
( onin.i W.illy Miller, a local
tuner.il home dint'tor who
found himself thrust into the
spotlight over the past year.
"About 92 percent of the poten-

tial remains were consumed in
the impact, much like what happened to the people in the World
Trade Center collapse "
"The attitude we've taken is,
we're forever linked to that day
now," Smith said. "Shanksville
will always be n'memrxMvd as
the Right 93 site, and we are
stewards of that site I've said
before. New York was just such
a terrible scene of death and
destruction, as well as. the
Pentagon And we had our tragic deaths here. But what's special about tins is. this is ,i site ol
hope, a site of courage, a site
that exemplifies lighting evil."
At the crash site, Rose
Sprock, one of 30 "volunteer
ambassadors," urges people to
sign the register book She tells
Ivisitorsi about the plane burying itself in the soft earth, how
workers had to dig 54 feet to
get the debris out, how an
impossibly clean Bible from the
plane was found about 50 feet
from the crash, its pages
opened to the Bixik of Kings,
as ii it was just laid there."

to the memorial," Giuliani wrote
in this week's issue of Tirttc magazine. "A soaring structure should
dominate the site ... It should be
visible for miles to demonstrate
the spirit of those who gave their
lives to defend freedom."
To the extent that buildings
themselves can memorialize, the
commercial structures should rise
to the occasion says Max Protetch
a New York gallery owner who
organized a 60~piece Ground Zero
design exhibition mat has been
bought by the Library of Congress.
"The best rnemorial would be
great architecture — not good
architecture, but great architecture,
from the very best people, from the
very edge of human cieathStv,"
Protetch said. "1 think the buildings have to speak for who we are
and what we're trying to -.w as
much as the memonal dCM
"I'd like to see it become a
place that symbolizes the best
that we aspire to be as
Americans, and that what we
build there' becomes so contagkms and so much a precedent
that it gets rebuilt through the
I nited Stall's," he said.

Newsday
Their names
are everywhere,
painted on discreet street signs
dotting
grassy
comers, carefully
engraved on bnnue phfluw
marking parks and ball fields
A "Glenn J. Winuk Memorial
Park" sign on the grassy plot the
former Jericho, NY, firefighter
once played on gives comfort to
a father who tends to the shrubs.
The newly erected "Joseph
Vigiano" and "John Vigiano II"
memorial avenue llgnfl in Deer
Park fill a wife with both pride
and pain. A "Joe Hunter Race'
manorial'" m,n| olthe South
Hempstead Fire Department
allows a mother to drive by and
blow a kiss.
Across Long Island, the
names of hundnxis killed in the
World Trade Center attacks
nearly a year ago live on. Tht7
are on dozens of streets and
parks, playgrounds and benches, even a post office
It's bittersweet, some of the
relatives say. They have an eternal memorial to Iheir loved
ones, an assurance their names
will never be erased.
1 .ist month Maria Vigiano
attended the street renaming
ceremony for her husband, John
Vigiano II, 36, a city firefighter,
and her bmther-in-law, Joseph
Vigiano, 34, a city polue officer
Six signs were unveiled, three
for John and three for Joseph —
just two blocks away.
The West Islip resident was
honored, but at the same time she
can't help but .llmost be relieved
that tlu' signs don't stand on the
street when* she lives.
"I have mixed emtHions.'' said
M.in.i Vigiano, -37. "It makes me
feel gixxi because people will
always see it and nnvrnber him
... It's just such — not that I'm

going to forget, believe me but
it's ivM | constant reminder ...
and it doesn't change anything. It
doesn't make the grief any less."
For others, such as Seymour
Winuk, having I park on the street
he lives on renamed in rtonor of
his son, Glenn Winuk, gives him a
place to he, a eh* >n' U > do.
Winuk, 71, walks to the park
daily, where there is a large
plaque relating the story of Sept.
II and Glenn's a.turns that daw
Glenn, 40, was a Manhattan
lawyer and former tin-tighter
who rushed to the World Trade
Center from his office that day
h) try to help

-lilt makes me feel good
because people will
always see it and
remember him...
— Maria Vigiano
mic aruKMcr-iiHawof
fallen FDNY firefighters
"]oc Huntei Place 111 South
Hempstead gives similar comfort to I'essieand loseph Hunter,
whose C year-old lon'i body
was never recovered
loseph Hunter was a South
Hempstead and city firefighter
who lived with In-- patents An
elaborate memorial HOW stands
in fmnt ol the department in
Baring around M\ eternal flame
,\r\d I marble portrait of him.
For his parents, tlie memorial gives them the grave the) II
never have " [hers ihe only
place we have right now," said
Tessie Hunter It gives us the
most comfort WM - M^ gel "
And so she drinks her momingnin ot coffee here, dusting the
memorial wivklv and when she
drives by, she Uxtks up at the sign.
siiiilt-. ,md Howl lier son a kiss.
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Budget cuts make new library hours Laguna
BY KRISTEN GREEN

mation, a majority of it will be
available to students outside
the classroom, Leiding said.
"The electronic databases ...
can be accessed from any JMU
library or from any computer
on campus or off," she said.
"The only materials inside
Carrier that would not be
available to students would be
the book collections. Special
Collections
and
Media
Resources materials that are
available inside the Carrier
Library," Leiding said.
Other possibilities
to
study nearby include the
Massanutten Regional Library,
according to Leiding. JMU
also has reciprocal borrowing
agreements with nearby academic libraries such as at
Eastern Mennonite University
and Bridgewater College.
"We are hopeful the hours
can be restored, since they were
supported
by
University
Administration and seemed to
be popular with students,"
l.ndinft said

contributing writer
Due to recent budget cuts.
Carrier Library will be cutting
back two hours of daily operation, adding up to 14 fewer
open hours each week.
Since spring semester 2001.
Carrier Library has stayed
open until 2 a.m. Sunday
through Thursday. The library
is keeping the same opening
hours, but it will close at midnight
Sunday
through
Thursday and close at 8 p.m.
Friday and Saturday.
"It is likely that any money
saved by the library will be
reverted back to the state in
response to the budget shortfall," Reba Leiding, assistant to
the dean of libraries, said.
• According
to Leiding,
Carrier Library still is open 100
hours a week, and it is probable
that students will not be
extremely affected since they
are only losing those 14 hours.
Although the library contains large amounts of infor-

Six arrested
for soliciting

According to leiding, she
doesn't know how permanent
the reduced hours will be and
whether or not this will affect
exam week hours.
Some students said they
were disappointed with the
library reducing its hours. "I
know a lot of people who
would be unhappy to hear
about the cutbacks, who used to
stay at the library late into the
night doing homework," junior
Jeb Collins said.
Sophomore Maryn Soroka
said, 'The goal of a university is
to educate students, and the
library is an escape from the
daily distractions that can prevent students from achieving
academic success. Any measures that can be taken to helpstudents should be considered a
top priority."
Sophomore Lauren Seager,
though, said she's unfazed by
the library closing sooner. "It
DAVE KIM/arruor photo/traphtr
doesn't really affect me.
because 1 don't really study Carrier Library Is now opened 14 fewer hours per week due to
recent budget cutbacks. Other on-campus Wirsftes are unaffected.
there," she said.

JMU watches waistline

|MU police issued a timely
notice Sept. 9 after receiving sev
eral reports over the weekend of
"suspicious persons" illegally
entering residence halls.
According to the notification
bulletin, several males and
females were reported roaming
halls, entering rooms and using
high pressure tactics to close
magazine sales.
University police arrested
four of the six suspects inside residence halls; the other two wen?
encountered in the Godwin
parking lot. Without enough evidence to support arrest, JMU
police did not detain these two,
letting them go with a warning.
All six are employed by Atlantic
Circulation in Mountville, Pa.,
according to the release.
The subjects allegedly used
threats and intimidation to make
sales and roamed residence halls
after "tailgating" behind residents or talking their way into
the buildings. According to JMU
police, three out of the four
ASI«£Y McCLELLAND/f^i/n/«/mf photo*raptor
arrested are known to law Carolyn Straughen speaks to new Weight Watchers members
enforcement All six made bail.
about the program and how It can work for them.
—compiledfrom staff reports

BY FARRIS GALE

contributing writer
An on-campus
Weight
Watchers group held its first
meeting Tuesday for people interested in the weight-toss program.
A special introductory and
enrollment session took place in
Taylor Hall 302. drawing about
30 to 35 participants. Meetings
will be held every Tuesday for 10
weeks, and the cost of the program is $109.50, according to the
Office of Media Relations.
The program, which has been
on campus for three years, is open
to both faculty and students Last
vear was the first year it was open
to students, according to Cannie
Campbell, assistant director for
health promotion
in the
University Health Center
Interested individuals can
**ign up at the next meeting, Sept.
17, or in the Health Center. The
10-week session is being taught
by Carolyn Straughen. Campbell
said weight watchers is a
"healthy approach. Doctors support and approve it."

At
Tuesday's
meeting,
Straughen provided guidelines
for what to expect in the future
and a supervised, confidential
weigh-in was available.
She said the class is based on
a points system, with each food
having a point value depending
on fat, calories and fiber It is also
easy to earn extra points by exercising. Weekly journals were dis
tributed for individuals to keep
track of his or her points
The program encourages people to pay attention to .ill me.is
ures of success, such as improved
health and sense of well-being
not just weight toss, according to
uwuiwetghtwatdiers .am.
More information can be
found online, including the
option of joining a weight watch
ers program online.
It is "not a diet, it is a lifestyle
change," Campbell said.
For more information, students can e-mail Campbell at
campbecg or call x«-78ia
—Assistant news editor Khalil
Carriott contributed to this report

Fountain
outfor
repairs
BY BRETT MOULTON

contributing writer
The Laguna fountain in
Newman Lake was taken out for
repairs Aug. 27 and should be
reinstalled by Sept. 13, according to Director of Facilities
Management Mike Davis.
"We took the fountain to
the maintenance, shop by
JMU personnel because the
pump impeller and electric
motor had to be replaced do
due to normal wear, and the
repair costs were around
$1,800," Davis said.
The disappearance of the
I aguna fountain had many
residents of Greek row and
the surrounding lake area
pondering its whereabouts.
"1 expected the fountain to
be up and running during
move-in day in order for parents to sec the splendid beauty of Newman Lake and the
Nirroundlng .m\>, but to my
disappointment it wasn't
there," sophomore Brett
Coresetto said.
junior Libby Luck said,
"We love the fountain. At
night we enjoy looking out
on the fountain from the
Newman Lake bridge. It's
absolutely beautiful, but it's
not there anymore; what a
bummer."
Senior Bfiani Leach said,
"When I saw the fountain
was gone, I was hoping it
v\.isn't gone for good."
VsMii.it,' Vice President of
University Relations Glenda
Rooney said the fountain was
dedicated in the name of
Dorothy Thomas Estes ('45), by
the Estes Foundation in
October of 1996.
From its location in
Newman Lake the Laguna
fountain pumps one thousand gallons of water per
minute into a 48-foot high
stream of water and operates
from 6 a.m. until midnight.

LESSON #1. HELP THE ENVIRONMENT...

HECTOR CANTO

WASH AT A PROFESSIONAL CAR WASH!

?*m&vms
zmmmmmmmn

Lotto Inuga m Pop (liters
Tuesday
September 17, 2002 at 7:30 p.m.
Grafton-Stovall Theatre

1926 Deverte Ay
(just off University Blvd)
Touch free automatic
4 Self service bays
Spot Free nnse
6 Vacuums
Upholstery shampooer
Fragrance machine
433-9090

Hector Cantu is an award-winning journalist, author, and
co-creator/wrlter of the newspaper comic strip "BAI.DO",
the fourth most-successful comic strip.
syndicated nationally by Universal Press Syndicate.
The comic strip currently appears in more than
ISO daily and Sunday newspapers.

*0\

Sperwad by Tha Caatar for Mutt.a>r**ol/I.rrarnatioral Studorrr Sarwcaa

3171 S Main $t
(next to Charlie Obaugh)
2 Touch free automatics
(credit cards accepted)
6 Self service bays
Spot Free rinse
8 Vacuums
2 Interior detail centers
433-6800

LESSON #2. MIRACLE CAR WASH CARDS SA VE MONEY!

•or mar* i-f•mat.** toll (M0) 961-6016. omoil rrulTicultuniiejBuaoV or
coraurt our HCIHITC at htrpr7a«mjnt,ooWa«jrtiajrhroJ

^&f@p)

The card is FREE
Every 6" wash is free
Prepaid option (major credit cards accepted)
Attendants available Fri & Sat 10-12noon/1-4pm (Sun - Thu vanesT

na«»awhtwJiaivfjMi

LESSON #3. SPOT FREE RINSE = LESS WORK = MORE PLA Y!

heah^m bBFoqe you %
buy m, on|y m P|an 9!

Dinc-ln or
Carry-Out
Oickiails
Catering

Wc Specialize in
"Cantonese
•S/ivliaun
"Miunliinn < 'uisinc
"The Taste of the Orient"

Lunch and Dinner
Buffet Everyday
K*0*MUN«

Now Again

mtmtt

'FANTASTIC DAMAGT > ■ dtiH.
errffct bint of **M .pray ml
flmcHUb.Hi ilw^ilibiuf
CK«ptl«l)Mll MNlHU lOffltC
proOOfMnt' -V«t

(h« ttuniUd ban* i ma of "uHio■I couitty, Tmnoi V»n Zanft-hka
i, iaiiitir- iMMNtq
m.iiiciiTi rtmitni ■ft*MlMnat)*t
flUCI tfld W«ll

DJJltd

111 Met)

'CoMMiiMBIllamaailr«0IM«fta.
oacoi«cAiMfkMaoil>ovallioa
•lonrnar. pop root* OOOtd on!

On LOU III Spoil. Alffltt Mian 10U
KanmiMMramrMlrnii
igoiaitimn olhluODOg

-raatad not crharMoort' Maoaal

Mftuaiaafakoa. i Ml nap
IWWOIO* lor on *M oil! in oar* lor
atr laaw-icoailK lonoi

Lunch: Mon.- Fri. $5.25, Sat. & Sun. $6.25
Dinner: Mon. - Thurs. $7.95, Fri. - Sun. $8.95

Ml to loft HI xn| of ou too irrtru iuf agVaa [»„
Nlttl.M (.,,„. «,,.. Iron Tint Ml, Malta!
1

hi. ».<r. 6.11

434-9999
KROGER SHOPPING CTR
1790-96 E Market St.
Mon Sal 10-9. Sunday 12-6
IN HAflMiSONBURG WllM STORES IN
CMARLOl IfcSVUlE AND RICHMOND TOO

We always use the freshest ingredients.

MM MM

Vi" loa ml Mil

NEW & USED
WHAT A RICORD STORE
SHOULD m
^ntiplwP..)<i»iVrV«t>-, t".

„,rl,;,

•-'0 *1* Don-, Sfeft »lu- A4«ou<
f ■*. M al cl§M<i tJutaiMic COM

WWW.PLAN9MUSIC.COM

OPEN
Sunday-Thursday

—_

—or.

11:00 a.m.- 10 p.m.
Friday & Saturday
11:00 a.m.- II p.m.

Umnay BM -

(540)564-1X10
(540)564-1922
For Delivery,
call Dinner to Go

438-9993
1790, #120 K. Markel Si. • Hanisonlxirg. VA 22801 • (Next to K
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VOUCE LOG, from page 2

Events planned for Constitution Day
EVENTS,from page 1
The Cato Institute will sponsor the Constitution Day
Symposium at the College
Center From 11 a.m. to noon,
scholars from the institute will
discuss "lames Madison, the
Constitution
and
Contemporary Politics." John
Samples, special guest speaker,
will present "James Madison
and
Theodore
Roosevelt:
Constitutional Conservatives?"
Tom G Palmer, a senior fellow
at the institute, will give a
speech titled "Madison and
Multiculturalism," which will
focus on the paradoxical aspects
regarding Madison's political
views with his personal life
Following the lectures will
be a book signing of the Cato
Institutes
study,
"James
Madison and the Future of
Limited Government." This
also marks the official release
of the book.

There will be a copy of the
Constitution for all students to
sign on the commons at noon.
This event hopes to affirm students' commitment to follow
the laws set by our founding
f.ithors, according to Perrine.
Those who sign also will
receive a booklet with a copy
of the Constitution that can
help students better understand our governmental system, Perrine said. The scroll
will then be used by the
Madison Center for display
and informative purposes,
according to Perrine.
Members of the Cato
Institute and faculty will
form
a
roundtable
Constitution Day discussion
from 12:30 to 1:45 p.m. at the
College Center.
History professor Chris
Arndt
presents
the
Constitution Day lecture,
"September 17, 1787: This

Day in American History" in
room 205 of Wilson Hall, the
James Madison Center. This
lecture will provide a fascinating, sometimes humorous
view of the events on the day
that the Constitution was
signed. This event will be
simulcasted on the Internet
due to limited spacing.
A ceremony, directed by
Associate Vice President of
University Relations Glenda
Rooney, will take place at 4 p.m.
to commemorate the dedication
of the statue of James Madison
that was donated to the university last year. This new life-size
addition to the campus was
constructed by South Dakota
artist I "■ I riming, and is located by the plaza in front of
Varner House. The special ceremony will feature a marching
corps of musicians fron
Colonial Williamsburg, playing
fifes and drums.

constitution day
11 a.m. - 12noon

Driving
Under
Influence
•
Non-student Patrick
SuKvan, 20. of Hai
was arrested and charged with]
driving under the influence in R1 lot Sept. 7 at 2:40 am.
Underage Possession ofj
Alcohol
A JMU student was judicial-]
y referred tor underage possession of alcohol on the sidewalk of Duke Drive Sept. 7 at
1:36 a.m.

symposium,
college center

12noon

signing of the constitution,
the commons
12:30- 1:45p.m.
constitution day discussion,
college center

1 - 2p.m.

Christopher R. Hui, 19, of Mt
Crawford, was arrested
charged with underage pciin I
sion of alcohol at the Godwin**
slop area Sept. 7 at 8:31 a.m.
A JMU student was judkfcHyj
referred for underage possession of alcohol in Ikenberry Hat
Sept. 8 at 2:46 a.m. The studsrH
suffered alcohol poisoning and
was transported by the n
squad to RMH

constitution day lecture,
lames madison center

4p.m.

statue dedication,
varner house plaza
SARAH STANrTZ/umpAiri rduor

Number of drunk in public
charges since Aug. 26:11

I

Speaker to compare Madison,
Roosevelt in upcoming speech

What's up?

SPEAKER, from page!
George Bush is in some ways
caught between them," he said, as
the president is forced to choose
between Roosevelt's desire to
have a strong presidency and
Madison's call to shun war.
So what does Samples think
Madison and Roosevelt would
be doing about Iraq if they were
alive today? "I suspect that in
the end Madison would be very
skeptical," Samples said. "He
would welcome the debate and
welcome a central role of
Congress, whereas Roosevelt
would have already attacked
Iraq a long time ago, as well as
several other countries."
While he has spent a good
portion of his life studying
Madison, including one and a

Find out first. Write for news.
Call Kyra, David or Khalil
X8-6699

64
It's not unpatriotic to
talk about and think
about civil liberties and
question what civil
liberties are in danger.
— John Samples
Constiiuiion Day speaker

99 —

half years working on his recent
book, "James Madison and the
Future
of
Limited
Government," Samples said
he's delivering a new message
to JMU students Tuesday. "I've
just started looking at Roosevelt
recently," he said.
Samples said it's very timely to study Roosevelt's attitudes and compare them to
Madison's, in today's age of
war "It's not unpatriotic to
talk about and think about
civil liberties and question
what civil liberties are in danger," he said. "And it's not
unpatriotic to question the use
of military force "
Following his lecture.
Samples will be signing copies
of his book at noon.
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"Although patriotism is
the love or support of a
group, it must be an
individual's decision to
be patriotic."

OPINION

"One resolution is that the
purpose of college is to
become educated in scholastics, as well as in life"
ELLIOT JONES

freshman
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EDITORIAL

Education and information vital to patriotism
On Sept. 11, 2001, America
woke up from its complacency.
A diverse nation banded together under the only symbol it had
in common —
its flag.
Americans waved it from every
building and plastered it on
every empty square inch to
prove to themselves and to the
world that they were united,
that they stood behind their
country, even if they had no idea
what their country stood for.
A year later, we have had the
time to reflect upon who we are
as a country and what we stand
for that is worth fighting for. No
longer engulfed in the pure horror and emotion of the days following Sept. 11, time has
allowed the initial wave of
patriotism to mature.
The rebirth of overt patriotism in our country is a truly
positive and exciting thing, but
it only scratches the surface of
what it means to be a true patriot. Although patriotism is the
love or support of a group, it
must be an individual's decision to be patriotic. True patriotism is one person knowing who
his country is and what it stands

for and believing that even in its
faults, it is the country that person supports. Information and
education strengthen the patriotism that could otherwise be
hollow and hypocritical.
It is our job to question our
faith in our government, to ask
questions until we an1 convinced that we believe in it. As a
child, we blindly believe in God
or that our parents are infalibk\
because we are told it is so. But
as we mature, we have the
responsibility to question our
faith, challenge the teachings of
our parents, until we come to
our own conclusions. Through
this process we come to a deeper appreciation of our parents or
a stronger relationship with .i
higher power Sept. II undoubtedly has matured our nation.
We are forced to look our government in the face and ask the
hard questions before we can
claim that we stand behind it.
Ours is a government of the
people. We cherish the fact that
if we don't like what our government is doing, we have the
right, but also the responsibilty, to change it. Our govern-

ment invites us to check its
power and critique its actions,
but to do that, we must first
inform ourselves and form
educated opinions. The true
patriot will work to make his
country a better place by confronting tough issues and challenging the status quo. He will
not wrap himself in a flag and
turn a blind eye to the evils in
his own back yard.
If we all made an effort to
learn more about our country
and its interactions with other
ones, we may find things we
don't like. We might find things
we support whole-heartedly
and things we won't believe
really go on. As we open the
door and learn about the
strengths and weaknesses of the
country we will finally be able
to say that our patriotism is real.
It is based on true feelings and
true support. Our bonds will
0OW stronger and our selfimage as a nation may improve.
\\v ni,n find things we don't
like, but at least we will know
they exist. It is better to like our
country with our eyes open
than to love it blindly

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Darts

College goals include
more than books

Dans & Pats are submittedaiu*ivmousl\
and printed on a space-available basts.
Submisuons are based upon one person s
opinion trfa gixen situation, person or event
and do not net ewants ntflect the truth.

Pats
E-mail dans and pats to bree/edptf hoimailtcxn

Pat...

Dart...

A "thanks-for-yinir-^enenfeilv-and-lhinkingof-others" pat to the girl at Festival who
put more money into my meter to help me
avoid getting a ticket from Parking SvviOM
Sent in by a junior who always sows to be in
a rush and who appreciates your random act of
kindness on another crazy day.

A "thanks-lor-the-slow-intemet" dart to JMU.
Sent in by a mad soptuimore wlio doesn t think llw
$ 110 is worth the 20-minute wait to see a Web page.

Dart...

Pat...

A "why-not-put-some-of-our-tuitionmoney-back-toward-student-interests"
dart to JMU for not placing enough bike
racks around campus.
Sent in by a disgruntled senior wlio feels that
if the administration wants to increase the number of students to over 15.000. they should
increase the number of bike racks accordingly

A "you-made-this-faculty-member-proud" pat
to the student who sacrificed her soda to put out a
smoldering bush behind lackson Hall.
Sent in by a professor u<ho appreciates your willingness to help out.

Pat-

Dart...

A "no-whine-just-wine" pat to my classy
roommate for making sure that my otherwise useless 20th birthday was something to
remember with a most sophistu,it.»1 um<
and cheese party.
Serif by wmeone who can't wait to make your
21 st as memorable as lier 20th was.

A "you-don't-live-here" dart to a certain
neighborhood boy who made me watch
Humphrey Bogart instead of letting me watch
"Trading Spaces."
Sent m by a neighbor who already can't wait to »
you move out m May and thinks unless you want to
pay lier cable bill you better watch teleinston at your
house from now on.
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' I urnculum
should be
more stringent" — this was the
headline and topic of the letter
to the editor in the Sept i issue
of The Breeze. The letter centered
pfl .i ranking by TV Princeton
Review, which ranked tin- students at
James
Madison
I imiTMty as 15th in the nation
for the least amount of hours
rit studying I iiuli.iil
SOT'S embarrassment
ass.xiat.xi with bring at a university believed to not have
high academic goals But as I
read through his comments
about having a more rigorous
course load .it JMU. an important question was raised in my
mind: "What exactly is the purpose of college?"
I'rofessor
Augu
response to this question might
bf something similar to the
mswer of "to become
.duelled." But educated in
what? Educated in literature.
the sciences or how to be a productive part ot KXfaty? The
■ this question is not as
simple One resolution is that
the purpose of coUame is to
becoraa educated in scholastics,
as well as in life. And b] life I
am referring to the social interaction that takes place between
lengthy lectures and seemingly
'er-ending tests. The social
part of college is especially
mportant to a meaningful and
successful life. That is not to say
tliat academics should be held
in lower esteem, but that the
two should be well-balanced.
The ranking which was published by The Princeton Review.
fails to factor in to the equation
the hours spent establishing lifendships and, in some
cs, finding life-long partners.
It is mv contention that the
true goal of teaching is not to
force students mmy to recite
date* and famous qu. >t. - bU to
Inch students to think and
establish their own ideas about
the world. I don't question that
in order to reach that point one
needs to study the ideas and
writing! of the minds of past
ind present, but I refuse to fill

victim to the narrow mindednese that is associated with the
idea that college should only be
about reading required books
and
developing
OdflMi
hetw.x-n the tips ot our thumb
and index fingers College
teachers should teach material
n a loiitemporary fashion, not I
classical one, when' information
can be applied in the I
world. If teachers, al any level,
tail to focus material in a rrahs
tic setting, they ill prepare their
students to ligure out the metre
ods and facts about how to live
a successful life.

In many case's, the search tor
truth, the truth of how to live a
better and more fulfilling life,
must he practiced on an •\v\-\day basis
not just for a test.
students should be encouraged
to take Ihe "book knowkxjge
they gain and test it out in the
reel world
Despite many
views about life, both physical
and metaphvsic.il. you would
be doing yourscli a disservice if
you inertly took the word of
theauthei We should no!
naive to accept all thai we read
as fact, but we should challenge Ihc Words of the authors
hv testing the views in our
ilv through interaction
with other members of our
society, combined with Ixxikleamed Ideas,can we truly find
out for oureervea how to live
meaningful:
But what do I know? There
is more of an authority figure on
the aubjtd of searching for
knowledge and truth. One that
comas to mmd is Sooales He
spent the duration of his life
kwking for both truth and wisdom. His mission was not onlv
to break down walls of misconceptions, but to establish, in I
sense, complete truth about
oneself. Around the world, tlie
teachings of So. rates are held in
high regard and taught to many
students at the colk'ge level In
his quote, "the unexamined life
is not worth living," Socrates is
not stating that we should oniv
spend our lives obSB
interacting with society, but that
we should use the in-.
that has been taught to us In
professors to learn about our
own place in tile world
Ih.
Philosophical Journey William

Uwhead."

if Socrates

had

thought life could be
in words or a book, he would
haw said we should consult
"the unexamined text Nx'k ot
life" instead. I think thai a
body's classnvom should be a
collaboration of the blackboard
and the market place, not just
one or tlie other
Maybe at JMU, students as
well as some faculty, have (igured out what lit.
about, while other more traditional |>!
about memorizing thi
table i ne is not about spending hours ,in and doing numerous anthni.ti. exofcisai Of
reading and reading and
rereading the Mm
|iisl to make sure \ou don I
mis, an\ dales NJo, this is not
what college is all about forget
this oufragcoush stupid survey the pn'st i
I i- to otter |n my survey. James Madison is ranked
number one in teaching mail
students to live goal li.i.
Elliott M. Jones
freshman
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"These Bikes Ride!
EYEWEAR

THUIE
BIKE RACKS
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International Week
September 21 -28,2002

Fifth Annual World Cup

\ We've been serving the
vShenandoah Valley with
(Great Bikes and Service
for Area Riders Since 1975

-rontier
SALE
OutlOOk
SALE
Frontier FS H^SALE
Response
SALE
Mesa GS
SALE
Escape 8.2
SALE
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169.95
179.95
249.95
269.95
349.95
699.95
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to chance the past!!!!
Come and compete as the 8 quarterfinal teams of
World Cup 2002 and you can be the next Champion!!!

limited quantities on some models)

We have room for 8 teams. First come, first serve.
You can sign up as a team or as an individual.
Minimum of 7 players per team.
If you sign up as a team, you must have a captain.
Represented World cup countries are assigned randomly to the teams.

1570 S. Main Street
Weekdays 10-7
Saturdays 10-5

CALL > 434-5151
MARK'SCoupon

FREE
SAFETY CHECK
WITH THIS COUPON

: (Mail
any Oiks, no purchase necessary
through Sept. 30, 02

If you are Interested In participating, please come and sign up at the CMISS office.
Warren 245 no later than Wednesday, September 18, 2002.

mxm

Should you have any questions, please contact Felix Wang ac
540-568-6636 or email: wangchQjmu.edu
www.lmu.edu/lnternatioivil/iweek2002

Buy this U-Lock

" $15
S24.95 Rolail
Only WITH This Coupon

CiciX
PIZZA
ALL

YOU CJK
BUFFET

<^f

HARRISONBURG
N 2035-91 East Market St.
Skyline Village Shopping Ctr.

<?

(540) 432-9099

Rt. 33 East Market St.
Red
Lobster
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Valley
Mall

Walmart
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/ HIGHEST

J RATED
: PIZZA j
V CHAIN /
2 YEARS IN A ROW!
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PIZZA
illAIN OP
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16 Kindr of Pizza o Parte o falad o Derreri
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Try there great take-out valuer:

Large 1-Topping

Giant 1-Topping

One large round pizza
with cheere and one Topping.

One giant round pizza
with <hee*e and one topping.

<fc3)C;ciV.Pi«A

(^CiciVPi*.?*

Large Value Pack
Two large round one topping pizz.tr p(u<
one Urge garlic bread or denert CKoore
fro* Gnna«on Roll, Apple, or CKocdate

Giarrt Value Pack
Two giant round one topping pizzar plur
one large garlic bread or desert. Choote
from Cinnamon toll, Apple, or Chocolate
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"// seems we've

"The 'world' lia>
changed but my life as
a college student
really hasn't because
we are isolated."

been giving up
some civil liberties
in the name of

security."
Brian Facemire
senior, international affairs

OpiNKm

Thomas Lahr
sophomore, international atf.nrs

Maa CtnuOtllMor fhaUtniflitr

"We have become«
"There is a lot more
patriotic and unified,
tension between the
and we have more
United States and Middle
pride as Americans."
East regarding oil and
industry and no one
knowswhat to expect"
Tim Gilchrist
Jessica Leggett
senior, kincsiology
junior, 1SAT

How has our nation changed since Sept 11?

3

THE ORACLE

-

STAFF EDITORIAL

Day of tragedy not to be treated as commercial holiday
Valuitine's Day,
1^"^V Mother's
Day.
\t
U BOB'S Day, Nurec
i'Xk * Appreciation
W * Day, all have in
common
one
thing: They were created by
the greeting-card juggernaut.
Hallmark, in an effort to
encourage Americans to buy
more greeting cards.
Now, in the ultimate
insult. Hallmark is marketing

Patriot Day cards, in commemoration of Sept. 11.
While President George W.
Bush may have declared Sept.
11 Patriot Day in order to recognize the anniversary of such
a vicious attack, this use of
tragedy to sell cards is marketing at its worst. Though, Bush
himself cashed in on Sept. 11
by selling photos of himself
hard at work on Air Force One
last year and used the money

They are encouraging
Americans to live with
the fear of the past
instead of looking
toward the future.

Bubble Tea %>

for his campaign fund. Maybe
there is a method to the president's madness.
Hallmark isn't the only
company at fault. Blue
Mountain Cards also is offering Sept. 11 e-cards through its
Web site, and American flag
paraphernalia and "I Love
NY" shirts have overrun stores
sinceSept.il.
Sept. 11 did change the
face of America and the

Dr. Vicky Strickland
Dr. John Daly

located in dw:

Small Animal • Medical Surgery
Boarding • Grooming

tttttSttS QTtw!
(We also have great tasting
Espresso Drinks)

540470-21 S3
Rt42 8D«yt8i>>M22«21

Come sing in our College Chorale Sunday evenings at 6:30pm
College Bible Study 5:00pm
Dinner 6:00pm - Free
College Chorale 6:30pm

Hair Corral
8 NO Waiting in
jjj BarberShop

Shenando&h Valley's Bail Can C::::a::::="

$6.00 HAIRCUTS
Complete Line ot
Hair Products

Worship Service 11:00am

Tanning Beds Year-Round
Manlcurt Spa
Pedicure Spa

College Sunday School 9:45am
501 South Main Street • 2 blocks north of campus
435-2456 • www.harrisonburgbaptist.com

Can you make a difference
in the world? Yes you can.

PEACE CORPS.
Promoting peace and
friendship for over
40 years.
Right now, more than 7,000 Peace Corps Volunteers are working as
English teachers, environment and health educators, business
advisors and more. They are engaged in cross-cultural exchanges
that reach well beyond everyday work - bringing the diverse face of
America to the developing world - and then sharing the world with
Americans back home. A recruiter will be at JMU this month to
answer questions and conduct interviews. Visit the Peace Corps
table, attend an information session, and apply and interview for the
toughest job you'll ever love!
Monday, September 23
STUDY ABROAD FAIR
11 a.m. - 3 p.m.
PC Ballroom
Tuesday, September 24
JMU CAREER FAIR 2002
1 - 5 p.m.
Convocation Center

Wednesday, September 25
ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS*
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Sonner Hall
'Apply online by Sept.18
at www.peacecorps.gov.
Contact recruiter JJ DiBella
at 800-424-8580 or
jdibellaOpeacecorps gov
to schedule an interview.
Wednesday, September 25
INFORMATION SESSION
7 -9 p.m.
Sonner Hall

Peace Corps.
Redefine your world.

www.peacecorps.gov
(800)424-8580

433-VETS
(.8387)

498 University Blvd.
Across from COSTCO

Thur-a»tM

Harrisonburg Baptist Church

Retailers who choose to capitalize on the terror of that day
are dishonoring the memories
of all the people who died. They
are encouraging Americans to
live with the fear of the past
instead of looking toward
the future.
America has changed, and
it has rebounded How about
a card celebrating that?
The Oracle is the newspaper of
the University of Florida.

Give Your Pet the Best!

Klatsch

It's difftftnt. It intituling
and

world. But to dwell on the
attacks and the day it happened, and even to mark it
with a special "holiday,"
seems shallow and disrespectful for the people who died
senselessly that day.
A moment of silence, flying
flags at half-staff and special
church services seem fitting
ways to celebrate the anniversary of such a tragic day. The
important thing is to move on.

Invest in your future
with Circuit City's

Corporate
Financial
Training *
Program
Explore your possibilities with a
great Fortune 200 company!

Visit us at die Career Fair
on September 24.
Information Session
Thursday, September 19
from 7pm to 9pm
Zane Showker Hall Room 105

Resume Drop Deadline
Thursday, September 26
Interviews
Thursday, October 17
For more college recruiting
information, check us out online:

www.circuitcity.com/careerconnect
We promote a drug-free workplace and are an
equal opportunity employer.

_5g£
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LIFESTYLES

CS
Haiku & Cartoon

Seth Moreau

I lost my license-

I Should not hove be*n <jrivina

preciN*

if wa* not « car

YELLOW CAB

Jlavorofthe
Week:

-=££

• Radio Dispatched

134 - 2515

• Service to all major airporls

Banana
Hometown Music
Electric Guitat
Packages
horn 2\9.99»l

1

Wheelchair accessible vehicles

m

•Prompt, Courteous Service*
24 Hours a day, 7 days a week • Very flexible, part time positions available

Coupon

Save 10% off njgffer
price on any items.

COLLEGE PARK ASHBV CROSSIN

Minimum discount $50. May not
be combined uritfi other ofTer* or
discounts or applied to layaways.
Expires Saturday 9/21/02

Stun) Heart:
106 MM, Tee, Ttnr. Fri;
CiiUm ptlujtt enUett >M
10-5 Sot
m$ film t tmp etmhktht*
Cloud Wadandiy
MIMMriMt

ttntm

"^

Su homefownmusicnef
FOR MORI snciAis & IHFO

454-4159 • 2990 S Main Street

In real estate the 3 words are LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION,
but in TATTOOS & PIERCING there is only 1 word:

REPUTATION,
and that is what the staff of Painted Lady Tattoo &
Piercing have established in the last 5 years!

PROCRASTINATION
-\ C

Jon't let it happen to you!
A REPUTATION for clean work in a professional,
sterile environment at a fair price.

Its not too early to start thinking
about next year's living arrangments.

A REPUTATION for a friendly, experienced, and
knowledgeable staff.

Put your application in with Ashby today and
A REPUTATION for stability-while other shops
have come and gone, Painted Lady has stood the
test of time.

prevent a "crappy" situation.

REPUTATION-therc is NO SUBSTITUTE!

^LPainted JJadu [jattoo
200

JL.

czrrazxiionlruiq
433-5(>'2
Call for monthly Anniversary Specials

£

V

t.M 11

1191 Devon Lane
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
__ 432-1001
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CROSSWORD

HOROSCOPES
Today's Birthday (Sept. 12). You're headed lor marvelous changes, some scary and
some wonderful. If you remain headed in the right direction, you'll find the help you
need to get there.
Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the
most challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19)
^g- Today is a 7 - The temptation to
d
B^M> take long lunch or a slow boat
]^fl to China is strong. Calm it by
watching an action flick filmed
on some tar distant isle. Don't quit your
job yet.

Libra (Sept 23-Oct 22)
T
Today is a 7 - You'll notice that a
ATA '°t °( people arguing for changes
l^WP they think are important. Others
are trying to cope with changes
they didn't expect. You can help. Teach
them to adapt. You're an expert.

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Taurus (April 20-May 20)
^^i Today is a 6 - Don't try to accom«HjJfc)pli>li too much. Do your job and
ffW pay a few bills. There may not be
as much to go around as you'd
hoped, but that won't be the case forever.

fa

j Today is a 7 - It's not a good
idea to finance a risky proposition, even if it's recommended
by a friend. It'll be easier to spot
a good deal next week. Be patient.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Gemini (May 21-June 21)
^ ^ Today is a 7 - Someone expects
™f& '"K things rrom you. AIT you
f]P\ "?ady to make the changes? It
means giving something up. but
that's OK if it gets you doser to your goal.

Today is a 7 - You don't usually
j^ffcp iike to cause problems. This time,
^^^b you might make an exception.
You're tired of putting up with
something and won't pretend otherwise
for much longer.

ACROSS
1 Broadway success
6 Belittle
15 French city
known (or textiles

16 Kissed
17 Choice of conjunctions

18 Licorice sticks
19 Peachy
20
21
23
27
32
33

One Finger Lake
Talk of the town
Beige shades
Fondle
Futhark letter
Buries the hatchet
37 At some prior
time
38 Zenith
39 Edge of a stage
40 Auctioneer's last
word
41 Setup
42 Animation tycoon
44 Fork part
45 Method

46 Garbles
Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Today is a 7 - Keep your
. thoughts to yourself while you
try out new ways to replenish
depleted reserves. You're a real
win/ at this, and you're lucky now. too.
More than one good idea could emerge.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
^ -•* Today is a 7 - Money isn't as
■Lai/ plentiful as you'd like, and it
^J^^J tends to slip through your fingers. But there's plenty of love,
provided you just concede a point that's
crucial for your mate.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept 22)
i ^g Today is a 5 - You may feel
"V^»I drained, and with good reason.
^■? Take it easy for a while. But con^^^ tinuc to pay attention so that
you can move quickly when necessary.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
^. Today is a 6 - Somebody else's
"Ma. , inability to decide could cause
T&3k complicatioas for you. Don't
assume that the first change
requested will be the last one.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
j^a Today is a 7 - If there are any
^P shenanigans going on. you'll hear
■^\ about them soon. A friend of
yours is about to reveal all. This
should be a busy week for the tabloids.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
..
Today is a 6 - Startling news
iff a^ could change your routine, par^a» tially for the better. There's more
work, but there might also be
more time away from home. You'll get
through it.
—Tribune Media Services

48 Rodeo ropes
53 Innate ability
58 Hobo
59 Recuperation
facilities
62 Caribbean island
63 Acting as chairperson

64 Sot
65 Audience
66 Water pitchers
DOWN
1 Informal vocabulary
2 "Rebel without a
Cause" co-star
3 Robert and Alan
4 Casino staples
5 Melodramatic
behavior
6 AMA members
7 Man or Dogs
8 Read quickly
9 Unadultera.ed
10 Roosevelt
Longworth

1

2

3

4

*

II
17

19

'

33

m
34

35

1

7

6

10

9

9

18

20

xS&mtl

28

30

■

1

31

36

39

4'

42

44

45

14

13

16

'

38

12

11

24

25

:■•

SO

51

S2

*
,
-

1

40

53

59

43

60

48

54

57

■i

55

49

58

62

61

63

64

66

66

SOLUTIONS TO LAST ISSUE'S PUZZLE:

11 Encountered
12 Lunched
13 Retrieve
14 Meese and Wynn
22 Papayas
24 Talk and talk and
talk
25 Napoleon Solo's
org.
26 Shabby
28 Discharge a debt
29 Holliman and
Scruggs
30 George C. or
Zachary
31 Dispatcher
33 Dillon and
McCoy
34 March follower
35 Reeves of "My
Own Private
Idaho"
36 Skill in a particular area
43 Copy
47 Glossy fabric
49 Directional indicator
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Brownish-gray
Brownish-yellow
Trains for a bout
Alan or Cheryl

E

H EH 0

K EIE.P T
E

D

F

60 Drummer Blakey
61 Bottom-line figure

55 View from
Cleveland
56 Five after four
57 Some putouts
59 Hot tub

Awesome Clubhouse
DON'T MISS OUT ON YOUR
Fantastic Pool Area
ViA/A, CHANCE TO LIVE THE GOOD
High Speed Internet
Spacious Floorplans $y,\'(T[ASE
4 Bedroom Units
Individual Bathrooms
Private Balconies
24-HR Business Center
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Be Not Forgotten
Matthew Douglas Horning
January 16, 1975 —
September 11,2001

Friends and family recount memories of two JMU alumni lost on
Sept. 11 and how their legacies
live on through scholarships
Ptwo courtesy of Kurt and Dune Homing

Photo courtesy of 7V Bluenone. '97

Craig Michael Blass
^

February 7, 1974 —
September 11, 2001

Story by focus editor Lisa Marietta

They were friends, mothers and daughters, fathers and sons. They were successful businessmen and women who stopped at the local coffee shops on their way to work, carelessly
browsing The New York Ttmes while waiting for the elevator to transport them to their designated floors of work.
They were faces in the crowds of thousands that poured into the V\forld Trade Center for work
one Tuesday morning with not even an inkling of how the day would unfold. Now there is a space.
A 16-acre hole where these people were employed. For many family and friends, that void is much
larger in the process of grieving for the 2,812 loved ones lost.
Two of those lives belonged to JMU alumni, Matthew Douglas Horning ('97) and Craig M. Blass
('%). Over the past few months. Homing's and Blass's families have been working steadily in preserving the memory of their sons, by establishing scholarship endowment funds (or JMU students.
In reflection of the two men, they have chosen to share a brief glimpse into the lives and character
of Matthew Horning and Craig Blass. (

Remembering a son: Matthew Horning
At 26-yeare old. Homing was loved by his family, engaged to be married and worked in data
management for Marsh k McLennen. On Tuesday, Sept. 11,2001, Homing was at work on the 95th
floor when the first plane crashed into the north tower. "He never stood a chance," wrote
Homing's aunt, Jayne Shontell, in a press release.
Just a few years prior, Homing was a JMU business major in information and technology just
waiting in the lobby of Zane Showker Hall for his class to begin. "Matt was a wonderful and caring person with a great laugh. He just had that rare ability to accept people as they were," said
Homing's mother, Diane Homing.
In his free time, Horning could be found in the bleachers of the Convocation Center or at
Bridgeforth Stadium cheering the Dukes on to victory. He was a member of the Beta Gamma Sigma
business honor fraternity and participated in the Tae Kwon Do club. "Matt k>ved JMU and always
sung its praises- He loved the people that went there and felt that the school had provided him with
an excellent education," Diane Homing said.

4.
...We would like his scholarship to be associated with individuals who
want to bring out the best in JMU... he would have loved to be
associated with that.
—Jayne Shontell
Homing's aunt
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At Homing's memorial service, his mother read from a book tilled "When Bad Things Happen
to Good People," by Harold Kushner. It was then that Diane Homing called upon her family
and friends to help finish living out her son's life, and Shontell knew she needed to do
something in Homing's memory.
"I thought about starting up a scholarship fund with my husband. Matt had
inspired a lot of young people in really great ways. We wanted to help him
inspire more young people at JMU to pursue their futures," Shontell said.
The scholarship was established pnor to Homing's 27th birthday on
)an. 16,2002 and by May 31,2002 had well over $100,000 in the scholarship
endowment. Usa Horsch, a capital gifts officer in Development and
Alumni Relations commented, "This is a real testament to Matt because in
such a short time, to have that much money raised, is really extraordinary."
I ■ I he goal of the family is to see the endowment reach $200,000 by Dec.
I 31, 2006. This fall the first scholarship was awarded to freshman
JL Kristen Davidson, in the amount of $2500. In the future. Homing's
supporters would like to see multiple recipients receive full out-of-state
tuition covered by the scholarship hind.
The actual endowment account of $100,000 never will be spent. That
money is forever invested, and the interest that it earns is used toward the
scholarships. The account collects 8 percent interest with 5 percent given in
scholarship and the remaining 3 percent put back into the principle to keep
up with the cost of inflation.
"If there was a time when no one gave money to the Matt Homing scholarship, it would still continue to grow and have value. For the rest of time
there will always be a Matt Homing scholarship here," Horsch said.
The scholarship may be part of the healing process but never can possibly begin to replace all that Homing's family and friends have lost. "I can't
turn on the TV or read a paper without reliving everything. It is just very
difficult. Now my daughter is an only child with no one to share her history. Matt was our child and our friend, it was a double loss. We enjoyed him,"
Diane Homing said.
Shontell commented, "Matt was a young man with a tot of integrity. I
think he can be inspirational to people. We would like his scholarship to
be associated with individuals who want to bring out the best in JMU ...
he would have loved to be associated with that."

Rioto courtesy of "PurtnuK of Grief." trtvH-.mn.ttm

and Sfaelos started his bond brokerage business with Exco-lntercapital, a competitor of Cantor.
A few years later, Sfaelos found himself parting with Blass to move to Washington, DC.
Sfaelos tried to convince Blass to move to Washington. DC with him, but to no avail. The
last time the two exchanged words Blass said, "Jay, you know 1 would love to be close to
you and Amy (Sfaelos's wife), but I've got a great thing going here. I love my job and I'm just
doing far too well to leave now. Besides, give me a few more years here and I'll buy a second
house next to you."
Blass was an equities trader working on the 101st floor of the north tower on Sept. 11,2001.
After his death, Blass's friends thought fondly of their years with him in Theta Chi and decided
to invest their memories of Blass, in future students. Andrew Norton ('%), Sfaelos and three other
friends of Blass's began developing the idea of a scholarship fund. "I thought of it as a way to help
bring tribute to Craig in his memory for something to always benefit JMU. I didn't want to donate
money to a random fund. I wanted to knovftwhere it was Ruing to go and what it would be used
for," Norton said.
Sfaelos said,"My primary reason for starting the scholarship was to make sure his memory would never die. He never had a wife or kid, there was no one left behind in his memory."

A mother's plea:

During the cleanup of debris and ash at the World Trade Center, all of the wreckage was transported to a landfill in Staten Island named Fresh Kills. Police departments have spent several
months rummaging through the'68,000 tons of debris in search of any human fragment that could
assist in the identification of thousands of people missing.
According to www.cnn.com. there are six preliminary plans for rebuilding over the 16-acres site.
The Lower Manhattan Development Corp. intends to settle on one plan by mid-September. But
there is no immediate proposal for what will become of the human remains or if trie debris will
be transported back to and buried at the WTC site. Families and friends affected by the event are
concerned that the site will become more of a business than a memorial.
"They (congressmen) need to hear from people that don't want the remains of those lost to be
left at trie dump," Shontell said. "You can't separate the human remains from the buildings'.
Those that perished in the Pentagon were buried in Arlington Cemetery. But you can't visit Fresh
Kills without passing dump trucks and smelling garbage."
Diane Horning said, "I think it is important that we not forget what happened by keeping that site a memorial. By building over it, they are attempting to erase the fact that
it happened. I just don't want Matthew to be forgotten."
According to Homing's press release, only three pounds of Homing's
remains have been identified and returned back to his family. The rest are
either scattered at Fresh Kills or still are part of World Trade Center site. Over
tens of thousands of personal items have also been sifted out of the site, but
the challenge is in deciphering to whom they belonged.
"I encourage students to get involved, write letters and pay attention to the New York chapter of JMU alumni as to what is going on in the
city," Shontell said. "It took authorities two years to write a mission statement and draw up plans for the Oklahoma bombing. They are just in a
very big hurry to clean it all up (in New York). But some messes just can't
be cleaned up right away."

More than a friend: Craig Blass
Jason Sfaelos ('96) first met Craig Blass when they wen? 10 years old.
Their lives remained intertwined as the two men grew in their friendship
and ended up rooming together their freshman year at JMU.
"Being a freshman at a large school and in a new state can be difficult. It
was Crag's friendship and support that helped not only myself, but also
others in our circle of friends who had a hard time adjusting," Sfaelos said.
In his four years, Blass juggled working in the dining hall to pay for college and diligently studying to make the grade and achieve his dream. Blass
wanted to make it to Wall Street.
During his college experience, Blass decided to pledge the Theta Chi
Fraternity. "We grew as friends and brothers," Sfaelos said. "Craig immediately took a leadership position in the fraternity as treasurer. Craig's personality allowed him ... to become the most successful treasurer in our fraternity's history."
Yet. far too quickly graduation day arrived, and the pair headed back
home to New York in pursuit of a future. Both men found themselves working in the north tower Blass entered the Cantor Fitzgerald training program

\

Ptiolo courtesy of TV Blurnunr.'%

-This is not just a New York issue. This is a national issue
and a national disgrace.
— Diane Horning
Homing's mother

99
Diane Homing said, 'This is not just a New York issue. This is a national
issue and a national disgrace. People should be outraged that we would send the
military to war over these people that were killed, and we buried their remains
in a dump. We respected them in lire but not in death"
While plans for the World Trade Center site are being proposed, loose
ends remain untied. From Diane Homing's memorial address she
quoted Harold Kushner's book. "When Bad Things Happen to
Good People," "We can only try to cope. That is what one does with sorrow,
with tragedy, with any misfortune. We do not try to explain it. We do not justify it by telling ourselves that we somehow deserve it. We do not accept it.
We survive it."
To find out who your senators or representatives are and how to write or email them with opinions on the World Trade Center plans go to
Mtp:/twww via.com/juan/cmgTtss/

For information or donations to the Matthew Homing or
Craig Blass scholarship fund contact:
Lisa Horsch
MSC4401
James Madison University
Harrisonburg, VA 22807

BRIAN a IKKKA iMiftunnr phuiwi*"

Make checks payable to:
JMU Foundation, Inc.
or call 540-568-2825.
Gifts are tax deductible.
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TV3 would like to thank the following
JMUOrganizations for making
the 6th Annual Children First Day
such an overwhelming success!
Men's Basketball
Woman's Basketball
Cheerleading
Duke Dog
Dukettes
Football
Men's Golf
Women's Golf
Gymnastics

Lacrosse
Marketing
ROTC
Women's Soccer
Softball
Men's Swimming
Women's Swimming
Women's Tennis
Wrestling

WHSVA
Malcuy a Dlfowux,

we'll push you to

the [edge],
then tell you to jump*
It's in you. The desire to go farther than you ever have. To start where others-stop. It's why you
should consider Army ROTC. In this class, you'll face all sorts of challenges. And in the process,
develop skills that'll last a lifetime. Like how to think on your feet and be a good leader and
decision maker. Register today for Army ROTC. And hold on tight.

ARMY ROTC Unlike any other college course you can take.
Sign up for classes now!
Contact CPT Rosenkranz at 568-3633
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"It's impossible to comprehend an experience
like that if you weren't actually there. "

STYLE

■ The power of the Olsens
The former "Full House" stars now are preteen fashion icons, but should they be?
See story t»km

VlNNlE BlUNNO

NYU junior
Sccitory below

Students who
were in NYC
during the
World Trade Center
attacks and
students at JMU
give personal
accounts of the
healing process
ear
B> P\TPKw BR>A«
contributing writer
it started out as a
k typical September
* morning, but within a few heart-stop^
ping moments, an
unspeakable tragedy began to
unfold in the heart of New York
City, and the world suddenly
became a very different place.
Many woke up that day to
discover that the unthinkable
had happened: Two planes
had crashed into the World
Trade Center. One of the Twin
Towers already had collapsed.
While the rest of JMU learned
the terrible news from solemn
newscasters or shaken classmates and friends , the people

P

» I lilt , it\ th.it i.i .. I sleeps
found themselves trapped in
the middle of a nightmare.
After the initial shock had
passed, the world waited with
bated breath to see how New
York would cope with the
tremendous losses it sustained
Cassie Beierle, a student at
Columbia University, noted
how the atmosphere of the city
perceptibly was altered in the
days following the attack.
"Even though things started
movjng again, it wasn't the
same. People were going about
their business, but you could
definitely sense the quiet and
the sadness," Beierle said.
Jake Howerton, a photography m.i \i i r at the School of Visual

Arts in Manhattan, remembers
how New Yorkers began opening up to each other on the
streets, talking to people who
they never would have talked to ■
before. "People were uncannily
friendly,"
Howerton said.
"Everyone felt like they had to
make personal connections
because they were scared and
they had lost so much."
Ihe anniversary of Sept.
11 and how the city has
changed in the past year, is
reflected in both patriotism
and growing confidence.
"Now there's an American
flag in every window.
There's much tighter security
in places, but I'd say it's back
to New York," Beierle said.

Still, the devastation of Sept.
11 has left a lasting mark on the
people who live there. "Ifs
always in the back of my mind,
when 1 get on an airplane, when
I go downtown. I'm not scared,
just more aware of certain
things," Beierle said.
Howerton said, "Since
then, perceptions in New York
have obviously changed.
People notice now when
planes go by. Before it was just
background noise."
Vinnie Biunno, a junior at
New York University, reflected
on how New Yorkers differ
from the rest of the country in
coping with the tragedy.
"Americans share a common
bond because of that day. New

Yorkers share an intimate common bond," Biunno said.
"The one thing that keeps
coming into my mind is that if
you weren't [in NewYork] that
day and you didn't see it with
your own eyes, there is really
no way you will ever understand what it was like. It's
impossible to comprehend an
experience like that if you
weren't actually there."
Although people outside of
New York certainly had a very
different kind of experience on
Sept. 11, most still were deeply
affected by what happened that
day, both as Americans and fellow human beings. Yesterday,
JMU students shared their
thoughts on the anniversary of

the tragedy and the personal
healing that has taken place for
them over the past year.
Senior Heidi Keener still
gets tears in her eyes when she
thinks about it. BeduM the
was an RA last year, she
remembers that her first
impulse was to take care of
other people before herselt
"I was more worried about
my friends," Keener said.
"There are a lot of people here at
JMU that are from NY and the
surrounding area."
Keener also expressed her
amazement at how the country
united in the wake of the
tragedy. "At first I was shocked
that America united because
see STUDENTS, page 14

Yom Kippur a 'day of atonement7 for Jews
SARA WOODWARD

contributing writer
When the sun sets Sept. 15, a
day of reflectkm and repentence
begins. Many of the Jewish students at JMU will observe one of
the most important holidays of
the Jewish year. Yom Kippur,
which means "day of atonement" in Hebrew, is a day set
aside to reconcik* the sins of the
past year. Many Jews will refrain
from working, eating and drinking and attend synagogue services the following day.
The Jewish holy text, or the
Talmud, specifies certain restrictions from bathing to not we.u ing leather shoes. Orthodox
Jews, who are a stricter sect of
the religion, spend the holiday
in the synagogue in prayer, with
only a break in the afternoon.
Yom Kippur concludes with a
final prayer service called
Ne'ilah. The sacred day ends

with a k*ng blast on a horn-like
instrument called the shofar.
Kol Nidre, the prayer at the
beginning of each service, is
Hebrew for "all vows."
Rabbi Fried lander of the
Beth
El
synagogue
in
Harrisonburg describes Yom
Kippur as a time when Jews
"look back at the things that
have happened in the past year
and pray for things in the
upcoming year."
Yom Kippur occurs 10 days
after Rosh Hashanah, which is
the Jewish New Year. During
the days between Rosh
Hashanah and Yom Kippur,
Jews spend time in reflection
and prayer.
On the day of Yom Kippur,
Jews recite Hebrew and English
prayers and readings asking
God for forgiveness and blessings in the New Year.
"Yom Kippur is really spe-

cial because the entire congregation comes together to commemorate the holiday," Rabbi
Friedlander said. "Many of the
Jewish holidays are cetebrated
at home but this one brings
everyone to the synagogue."
Hillel is a JMU organization that sponsors events with
a Jewish focus. In honor of
Yom Kippur, the group will
attend services at Beth El.
The Beth El congregation
has extended an invitation to
any JMU student wishing to
attend services. They also
have invited members of
Hillel to join their congregation for supper before the
listing begins. Beth El will
provide evening services as
well as services during the
day. Kol Nidre services will
begin at 8 p.m. on Sept. 15.
"Yom Kippur is a very
meaningful day because once

it's over, you feel like you have
started fawn a clean, fresh slate
for the year," junior Evan
Schwartz said. "To me, Yom
Kippur means 'live better this
time around.'"
Some professors have cancelled classes in order to observe
the holiday.
"In my experience, JMU faculty members have been very
accomodating to my right for
religious observance," junior
Amanda Wattenmaker said. "I
am very grateful to have had
only positive experiences."
According to www.jewfaq.org, it is customary to
wear white on the holiday,
because it symbolizes purity
and calls to mind the promise that sins will be forgiven.
Yom Kippur services will
begin Monday at 10 a.m. at
Beth El and will be led by
Rabbi Sue Elwell.
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The Olsen twins: fashion's friends or foes?
BY RYAN MCWILLIAMS

I II WITH!-*Vi ,mlnlHilmti phiHnfiaphti

The member* of Trlplerlnte, a JMU band, rocked out at
Mainstreet Bar and Grill Tuesday night.

Triplerinse high on
energy, lack artistry
BY MICHAKL CROSNICKER

contributing writer
Triplerinse greeted concert
attendees with fresh and innovative rock 'n' roll laced with
swagger and style at Mainstreet
Bar and Grill Tuesday night.
The latest )MU band to play
at Mainstreet, Triplerinse gave
the audience a performance
brimming with energy, attempting to fuse their youthful exuberance into the crowd.
Opening the show to little
vigor from the crowd with
their sonns, "Meet You Again"
and "Lay It Down," each song
had loud in-your-face gmtjr
riffs, raucous baselines and
drum beats exemplifying the
classic rock that TripN
seemed to emulate
Electricity reached I'M
crowd during Triplt-rinse's
rendition of the Red Hot Chili

Peppers' hit "Aeroplane."
The band left a personal
stamp on the song, infusing
funky rhythms and tones into
the framework of the song.
Bassist Dave Hartley's uptempo, energetic solo transcended the stage and got the
crowd moving.
"You could see how into it
the
crowd
got
during
Aeroplane,'" junior Jonathan
l.ewis said. "Catch them while
you can, they've only been
amund for a year and they're
going to blow up soon."
Triplerinse closed the
show with "Goodbye," a
song that captured the
essence ot the band.
"The number one thing is
song writing," guitarist Joe
Hottinger, a junior, said "Our
goal is to make real music that
Mr PERFORMANCE, page 14

contributing writer
We know them as the "cute"
and literally "awwww" inspiring Michelle from "Full House,"
Mary-Kate and Ashley Olsen,
tii» original Doublemint twins
of annoyance. They've been on
television practically since birth.
I admit, I enjoyed them for
awhile, but once they started
talking, they should have been
banished to a remote island
with Eminem
Just one voyage through
your local discount super store
and you'll see that Mary-Kate
and Ashley Olsen are taking
over the world. At last count,
the number of Olsen products
was up to 33 different items
each in various styles and colors. But today we only will he
focusing on their "fashionable"
clothing line.
Their new clothing line is
touted as "Real Fashion for Real
Girls." They should have called
il "Real Inappropriate." The
OaMfl twins, 16, are geared
toward the "Tween" market.
This consists of pretcens and
e.irl\ teens If you have seen the
line, you will notice that they are
clothes for mature adults (and I
mean that in more ways than
one) scaled down in size for
pesky brats.
Their matching apple,
orange and cherry robes and
pajamas are cute. The distressed dirty denim dress also
is acceptable. It seems as if the
Ml .it the line was inspired by
various trips to bordellos on the
West Coast.
The imitation suede fringe

purse would make anyone look
cheap. The long sleeve seethrough lace top looks suspiciously like it was made for a
stripper and their plaid and
denim skirt is made of only one
or two threads of fabric. Their
plaid low-rise pant seems scantily inappropriate even for a 20year-old. Worst of all was the
patent leather cop hat with rose
vine imprints, reminiscent of
The Village People.
I don't know about you, but
when I was a "Tween," I still was
wearing slacks up to my belly
button, hideous button-down
platd shirts and brown loafers
made for a 50-year-old. I may
h.ne been a late bloomer, but I
don't recall all elementary and
middle schools being moved to
the red-light district. What is
happening to our youth?
Maybe Britney Spears and
other pop stars truly have lowered the fashion standards of
what is and is not tasteful. By
beginning as relatively innocent
performers, then becoming
more "adult," (adult meaning a
snakeskin-pattemed boa and
thong) they drag their element.irv Khoa t.m club along for
the ride, thus making innocent
little girls and bo\> everywhere
dress as though, they too, didn't
know the definition of decency.
Shame on you Mary-Kate
and Ashley Olsen for exploiting
our ankle-biting brothers and
sisters and making them dress
like the of-age adults you so
aspire to be. Just remember you
h.ne power over the twinks,
"Tweens" and toddlers of the
next generation.

Sank* Lauren Paradise (left) and junior Mollle Helton (right) rem
kttece about the glory days of preteen youth In Mary-Kate and
Ashley fashions Next week: the American flag: pride or trend?
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Performance rookies show
talent, energy as musicians

Students reflect upon
tragedy of Sept. 11
STUDENTS, from page 73

to their previous way of life.
"I think immediately after it
happened, people were all
about cherishing their relationships ,ind trying 10 live moment
by moment. But today I feel like
things are back to normal,"
Aulbach said.
Aulbach's views provide a
sharp contrast to those who
remain in the recovering stages
to this day "It was tough being
here at JMU because people just
got back to normal very quickly and whenever 1 talked to
family at home I could sense
depression and gloom," junior
Ali Davis said.
Davis is a nattva Qfl
Ridgewood, NJ. a town that suffered a number of losses .it the
World Trade Center.
"My town is slowly getting
back, but it's definitely still
talked about on the street,"
Davis said. "You're still hearing
names of people who were lost
in Sept. 11."

there .ire so many different types
of people hen? who never seem
to agree about anything. It was
incredible to see."
Junior Erin Bennett noted
that suffering brings people
together faster than anything
she has ever seen. She found
comfort in her faith in the aftermath of Sept. 11 and notes that
since then, many people have
made religion a central part of
their lives.
"Over the past year we have
questioned what the future
holds for us all," Bennett said.
"During this search for answers,
I am one of many who have reaffirmed their faith in God's master plan. 1 believe that despite
the hardship, people's faith has
made them stronger."
, Senior
Matt Aulbach,
believes that although people
may have made changes in
the initial phases of recovery,
most have long since returned

PERFORMANCE, front page 13

people can enjoy."
"Goodbye" featured ambient melodies meshing with
dynamic lyrics, allowing the
audience a peek at the potential of the melodic rock that
Triplerinse seeks to produce.
A major blemish in the set
was that songs like "Aeroplane"
and "Goodbye" came too late in
the performance.
The sparsely populated
crowd seemed
lethargic
throughout the earlier songs,
which
was
unfortunate
because the song "Promise"
showcased the talents of lead
singer Herb Plimpton, a junior. Plimpton had tremendous vocal inflection and
poured out emotion throughout the song.
Drummer Jeremy Wirtes,
a sophomore, was a rock
throughout the show, capably keeping Triplerinse's

rhythm on course throughout the night. It was unfortu
nate the talents of Wirtes
never were heard clearly in a
solo during the performance.
The earlier covers performed by the band were
"Say It Ain't So" by Wee/er
and "Vaseline" by the Stone
Temple Pilots. Neither Interpretation was as successful
as "Aeroplane."
These covers were mundane, lacking the imagina
tion and artistry necessary to
captivate
the
audience.
Instead, they were carbon
copies of the originals.
The Trace, from Los
Angeles, and Unit 5, another
local band, warmed up the
crowd before Triplerinse
took the stage.
Triplerinse formed at JMU
and began making music in
April 2001. The band fell
upon the name Triplerinse
while conducting a photo

ihool at a junkyard when
they saw the name on a discarded
appliance.
They
thought it sounded ambiguDUfl and decided it would fit.
The novelty of performing
for an audience was apparent
in Triplerinse's show, managing to illustrate only a portion
of the talents of the band.
Some audience members
were enthralled by the performance. "It was absolutely amazing," junior Garloe Bmeser said.
However, it was clear thai
others
were
not
as
impressed. Given another
year, maybe Triplerinse will
be able to harness the
glimpses of talent that were
far loo irregular throughout
the night.
The band currently has a
demo available and will be
releasing more music soon.
More information on the
band can be found at their
Web site www.tnplerinse.com.

Harrisonburg
Unitarian Universalists

He respect the inherent
worth and dignity of every
person and justice,
equality and compassion
in human relations.

Service 10:30 A.M. - Visitors Welcome!
Spirit Ou*tt for Children
Ages S-19. Come Join us for this year's
"time travel" program!
Phone: 867-0073
Route .13: 5 mi. west of H'burg at
Dale Enterprise Schoolhouse
http://HUVweb.org ■ Email: hburguu@rica.net
For possible campus meeting information,
contact: LynnLough@planetcomm.net

kUalley Lanes

m

3106 S. Main St. Harrisonburg

Call 434-8721
for Reservations & Hours
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(next to Hardees)
432-9996
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Sun. 1 pm-6 pm

Ir Your Doctor Ii Miles Away
And You Need Treatment For:
Minor Injuries and Illnesses
Sports Injuries • Sprains
Mono • Strep Throat
Lacerations
In-house STD Testing

Thursday - Karaoke
Friday - The WOPV
Saturday - Mary Ann Redmond
Sunday - Free Pool

EMERGICARE
»*«» rmna ox Snub* TlWr Fr»*t

c

All major bank cards accepted
and we will file your insurance
claim for you!

No Appointment Necessary • OPEN 7 Days a Week

1950-A

DFYERLE AVE. HARRISONBURG

CHECK US OUT ONLINE

Alsiompub.com

CALL ALL YOU WANT,
ANYTIME, TO ANYWHERE
IN AMERICA.

DONT PAY FOR
ANOTHER PHONE CALL AGAIN!
SUBSCRIBE F0« ,«,„* MONTH

WE DON'T WANT TO CHANCE PEOPLE. WE WANT TO CHANCE WIRELESS

WeCetlt.

SunCom
Member of the AT«T Wireless Network
1-877-CALL SUN
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"This team has tremendous
chemistry and is playing really
solid volleyball."

■ Looking for a winning streak
The football team will attempt to win back-toback games for the first time since the 2000 season Saturday against Florida Atlantic University.

DISA GARNER

volleyball coach

VOLLEYBALL

Can JMU
make it two
in a row?
BY TRAVIS CLINGENPEEL

senior writer
Coach Mickey Matthews and
his staff met in their offices in
Bridgctorth Stadium Sunday
evening to prepare (or Saturday's
matchup with Florida Atlantic
University A year ago this week
Matthews' staff similarly met to
prepare for the Owls, but had
just compk'ted the Dukes' gameplan on Tuesday morning when
the attacks of Sept. 11 occured.
In the wake of last
September's events, the 2001
matchup of the Owls and Dukes
never occured, and as coincidence would have it, the rematch
of the game that wasn't will
occur this weekend.
IMU finds itself in a different
position than it was a season ago
after escaping with a 20-14 win
over Atlantic 10 rival University
of New Hampshire. Despite the1
week one loss to Hampton
University and the late dramatics
required to seal last Saturday's
win, Matthews and company
seem to be comporting themselves with an air of confidence.
"You can't take them away,
but you take four fumbles away
fmm us the last two weeks and
we have two blowouts,"
Matthews said. "When we watch
tape we tell our players, the eye
in the sky doesn't lie. We're really ekise to having a good football
team The kids know it."
(Mil's list of walking wounded is relatively short so far this
season, but the Dukes suffered a
key k>ss M they will be without
sophomore cornerback Cortez
Thompson. Thompson suffered
a seperated shoulder late in
Saturday's action and is expected
to miss a few weeks.

-46-

We're really close
to having a good
football team. The
kids know it.
— Mkkey Matthews
foothill coach
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Matthews said the return to
the defensive backfield of redshirt senior safety Reggie Taylor
will allow sophomore safety and
JMU's leading tackier Rodney
McCarter to move into the cornerback slot to account for
Thompson's absence.
(MU's eye in the sky this
week falls on the team led by legendary collegiate coach Howard
Schrwlk-nberger. Schnellenberger
agreed in 1998 to spearhead the
launching of FAU's football program to cap a career that included leading the University of
Miami Hurricanes to the 1983
national title, serving as an assistant on three national champion
University of Alabama teams
and playing under legend Bear
Bryant while attending the
University of Kentucky.
"It's not very often you have a
guy come to Harrisonburg that's
headed to tin- u•liege football
hall of fame," Matthews Mid
"There was a time when1 he was
CoOoSB) football."
Under the leadership of
Schnelfenberger the Owls are 4-8
in their brief history, including a
slow 0-2 start to the 2002 Oljnpaign.
Matthews
though
warned of underestimating
FAU's youthful squad.
"You watch their defensive
players, thev CM run fast and
tltev an- reallv in | bad mood
when
they tackle you,"
Matthews said. "They're very
good on defHSj
Mattiiews added that FAU
runs a similar defense to the
Dukes, a 4-3. and utilize a few
coverages that JMU will call.
Thnnigh two games the Owls
have surrendered just 200 rushing
yards, k*ss than three per carry.
On offense, SchneHenherger
runs an old school system from
his days- at Miami. Matthews
said that the Owls never line up
ser JMU, page lb

JENN ACKKRMANfiiairifwMif pttfipai*"
Red-ihlrt senior Larissa Wlnkler. who missed the entire 2001 volleyball season with a torn ACL. Is ready to light up opposing teams In 2002.

Winkler back in business
Red-shirt senior Larissa Winkler returns to volleyball court after tearing ACL in 2001
Lhsi.it Wn SON
contributing writer
Red-shirt MtfOf Outride1 hitter Larissa Winkler knows all too
well what frustration comes
when inconsequential fun turns
into a nightmare of an injury.
From the 2001 volleyball season
to now has been a long process,
and although a torn ACT. is a relatively common injury for athIrfrs, Winkler's Nitu.ilum is
unique. Teammate, senior outside hitter Jessica Evers, recalled
what happened.
"1 was the one she was chasing (in freeze tag) actually what
her ACL tore. 1 saw it happen
right in front of me." Evers said.
"My heart sank."
Man the 2001 season, both
Winkler and coach Disa C.arner
knew Winkler was really gearing up for a great senior year.
"She had had a great spring,
she was really at the top of her
game," Gamer said
Winkler was named a
Colonial Athletic Association
Scholar Athlete her lirsl three
years at JMU. She also was a
Vvrizon/JMU
Scholar
Athlete and received Veri/on/
JMU Academic Honors during that time
Her first season she set her
then-career-high of 12 kills and a
-Y13 hitting aver.igc with many
BY

more blocks, digs and kill
attempts. In her sophomore
campaign, she Was named to the
CAA All-Toumament team,
while resetting her personal
record for kills with 19.
In her junior year. Winkler's
career high of kills in a single
match rose to 23. In addition, she
was named to the Second-Team
AU-CAA and All-State teams,
named to the Kentucky
Challenge and JMU lnvitati.in.il
All-Toumament teams, received
Verizon/JMU Academic Honors
and was a CAA Scholar Athlete.
"She's a great athlete, number one, but also a very bright
student and that translates very
well on the court," Gamer said
Anticipating another career
year, the season soon came to a
halt for Winkler. And without
knowing the nature of the injury.
Winkler remembers that a coupll w.vks went by before receiving the official diagnosis.
"They weren't sure if it was
something major or minor until
the MR) was done. We had suspected though," Gamer said.
"We were incredibly disappointed and just felt horrible for
her," Gamer added. "We felt like
with the gniup of people we had
that we really had a pretty viabk'
chance at challenging for the
amference championship. It was

a big blow to the program."
For Gamer and her team,
that was understandabW' since
JMU was two time defending
CAA champions heading into
the 2001 season.

-64
Her optimism and her
willingness just to drive
to come back — her
discipline and rehab
was just tremendous...
— Disa Garner
volleyball coach

-99
An operation was required
and Winlder underwent knee
surgery at the University of
Virginia Hospital Immediately
after, Winlder and then trainer
Christy Pugh set out on a very
aggressive physical therapy program every day for the first
month, Winkler recalled.
Ironically. Gamer had the
same injury her junior year of
high school and knew that for
Winkler, the situation was still a
very difficult time for her.
"She was remarkable through

the whole thing. Her optimism
and her willingness just to drive
to come Kick
her discipline
and rehab was just tremendous
and she had great surgeons to do
the job," Gamer said.
Winkler said she felt she had
great support from Ciamex "She
knew what I was going though
emotionally and physically,"
Winkler MM
Winkler reflects back, in
comparing what it was like to
have that injury 10 to 15 years
ago as opposed to today, and
is very thankful for the
increase in technology.
In the past a torn ACL could
terminate athletes' careers and
included months of wearing a
cast, crutches and other apparatuses. WinkkT said she had to
wear a brace to restrict the movement of her knee and participated in physical rehabilitation.
Winkler admits, "there
were days when everything
hurt and going to physical
therapy was hard."
Winkler still traveled with
the team, attended practices and
gave helpful hints to outside hitters, but was still anxious to get
back to her normal life
"It was a coupfe weeks
befon* the end of the season (that
I was injured] before I knew I
was coming back," Winkler

said. "I was officially cleared
about eight to nine months after
surgery. Coach let me know that
it was my choice whether or not
to come back to the game (and
was] very supportive."
Teammate Lauren Ru/icka,
a junior defensive specialist,
was more than thrilled to see
her back on the court "I used
to be her setter and Larissa is
the kind of hitter every setter
yearns for," Ru/icka Mid
"You feel so confident when
she gets the ball. She benefits
the team in every way — as
our captain, as a role model, as
I teammate and most of all as
I friend."
"Her return MOVldss not
i>nly strength, leadership and
experience, but her return elevates the level of this team's
data and expectations to
another level I wn. said. "I'm
chalfenged to work harder when
1 see the way she plays. I couldn't be more excited for any player to get a second chance."
This setback has not changed
what she can accomplish. In retnispect, Winkler said she is glad
it happened and that she got to
take a year off
I CM1 see more now about
the game; I am wiser. Volleyball
depends on good mentality anu
strategies," Winkler said

Dukes extinguish Flames
JMU takes three straight games in win over Liberty
BY STEPHEN ATWELL

Junior mlbble Mocker Dana Jones, left, end freshman
tetter Krysta Cannon go up to defend during
Tuesday's win over Liberty University.

contributing writer
The volleyball team snuffed
I IbeTty UniVtnlty in three
straight games, M)-\H, 30-17 and
30-13 to win its match Tuesday.
The Dukes dealt Liberty their
third straight loss, improving
their record to 3-5. JMU is If-H
all time against the Flames.
The match was never in doubt
.is the Dukes rolled through the
first two games with only seven
attacking errors before heading
to the locker room for interims
sion. Coming back for the third
game, JMU appeared determined and never looked back,
finishing off Liberty on a 12-3
run for the match.
"It was a gn-at solid matih."
coach I >is,i (iamei said It was
gixxi to sec them tinish against a
team. After winning two straight
games it can be easy to back off,
but we came back out and

remained focused for the third
game Wa were in control the
whole garni' and won in thsss
(games] making
it a short match/'
IUfiMiy

JMU,

with

Liberty

only 11 errors,
„
u
landed about 40
percent of its
JMU
•pikes, its sec3
ond highest total
of the season.
Red-shirt senior outside hitter I SfiSSa Winkler tallied II
kills and no errors tor IMl1
Senior outside hitter [eSSJCI
I-vers added II kills and two
errors as well
"The team played really, really well in every aspect of the
game," Winkler said. "We played
good ottense and defense and
had excellent ball control We
were confident and overall it was
a very good team effort."
Sophomore Kate Fuchs domi-

nated on the defensive end with
eight blocks and txy blocking errorsTwo blocks wen1 solo blocks
"We really t»x>k care of business," Fuchs said "We were able
to go out and play our game at
our speed."
Gamer added that she was
delighted to see the team perform as well as they did heading
into its tirst lonterencc competition this weekend. "This team
has tremendous chemistry and is
plaving rseUy solid volleyball,"
i lamer said.
Fuchs also SI SW Had alxmt the
upcoming conference schedule.
"We are excited for conference
(play) and to open up against two
gn-at teams. Hulls said.
JMU hosts the defending
Colonial Athletic Association
champion College of William &
Mary Friday at 6 p.m. and
Virginia
Commonwealth
University Saturday at 2 p.m.
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JMU preys
on Owls
JMU, from page J5
at the line of scrimmage in a
shotgun formation, use almost
strictly two-back sets and rarely
have just one back in the backfield as is common with today's
more modem offenses.
"It's very minimal. I think he
saw it on television and said that
he wanted to try it a little,"
Matthews said.
According to Matthews the
Dukes must rebound from a
turnover-laden first two games
and play more fundamentally
sound football, particularly on
special teams. He praised his
defensive unit's play in the red
/one and the improvement that
the offensive line has shown.
"I think our offensive line is
playing well, but I think we need
to play four games before we get
a real good feel for where our
problems are," Matthews said.
"We lead the league in rushing
right now and we've played two
pretty big defensive fronts. We're
encouraged."
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I -in■■.! Predictor

PICKS
WEEK
Week # 2
Season lolal
Last week
Winning percentage

•

Travl* Clinge npeel
managing editor
18-4
8-3

I Marshall at Virginia Tech
Michigan at Notre Dame
Florida State at Maryland
Washington St. at Ohio State
| Maine at Villanova

Virginia Tech
Michigan
Florida State
Ohio State
Maine

Green Bay at New Orleans
Denver at San Francisco
Philadelphia at Washington
Chicago at Atlanta
I Tampa Bay at Baltimore

Green Bay
Denver
Philadelphia
Chicago
Tampa Bay

Virginia Tech
Michigan
Florida State
Ohio State
Villanova
JMU
Green Bay
Denver
Washington
Chicago
Tampa Bay

Dan Bowman
atst. sports editor
17-5
8-3
.773

Jeanlne Gajewski
da boss
11-11
6-5
500

Virginia Tech
Notre Dame
Florida State
Washington St.
Maine

Virginia Tech
Notre Dame
Maryland
Ohio State
Maine

JMU

Green Bay
Denver
Philadelphia
Atlanta
Tampa Bay

Green Bay
!
San
Francisco
Philadelphia
Atlanta
Baltimore

d

Laura Dean
Photo LD
19-3
10-1
864

Virginia Tech
Notre Dame
Florida State
Ohio State
Villanova
Fla. Atlantic
New Orleans
Denver
Philadelphia
Atlanta
Baltimore

After a strong showing in Week Two, Wilson is moving on up faster
Making the mOVC
boss is feeling the pressure from her peers.
than the Jcffersons, tying Popeye for second, while the Real Deal keeps
She seems to have taken a step in the right direction, jumping on the
the top spot narrowly.
|MU bandwagon this week, along with the Real Deal, relinquishing themsleves from
. His 8-3 week has the Deal sweating harder than a 400-pound running back running a being"jagoffs foraweek.
passing route downfkid, and he wasn t seen doing his victory dance either- Could this De
Compiling a 19-3 record, our past two guest predictors have put pressure on this
the final week he basks in the glory of being top dog?
•eek's guest. Photo LD. Will thej?xpectahons get to her? It's possible. She was seen
Meanwhile, da boss improves to 500 on the season, despite another horrid week. Even waiving agun around the office. Thank goodness this isn't the post office or the resl
her professors have been seen ragging on her for her lack of picking skills. It's obvious da of the POTW crew might be in trouble.

tf>U>

CISAT 1002 HHS

568-8731
8-5 IMF
Main Copy Center
Medical Arts Suite 31
568-3263
M-Th 7:30-6
Friday 7:30-5

Methods Of Payment:
Cash, Check, and Flex

WB'U HELP GET YOO THERE

JMU COPY CENTERS
2 On Campus Locations
y£«/' Offe. &too eAo/) /for

Services Available:
B/W copies
Faxes
Resumes
Digital Color Copies
Digital Print Outs
Lamination
Folding

Cutting
Binding
Enlargements
Invitations

•
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Depo-Provera is 99.7% effective.
Not only is Depo-Provera 99.7% effective, but

periods altogether after a few months and some

you need just one shot on time every 3 months

may experience a slight weight gain. You shouldn't

to stay pregnancy-protected. So. unlike the Pill,

use Depo-Provera if you could be pregnant, if

Depo-Provera isn't your every day birth control.

you have had any unexplained periods, or if you

Remember. Deoo-Provera doesn't protect
you from HIV/AIDS or other sexually

have a history of breast cancer, blood clots, stroke,
or liver disease. When using Depo-Provera, there
may be a possible decrease in bone density.

transmitted diseases.

Ask your health care professional about
Some women using Depo-Provera experience

prescription Depo-Provera.

side effects. The most common are irregular
periods or spotting Many women stop having

Zfrt°
See what Depo-Provera is all about.
Call toll free 1-866-519-DEPO or
visit Depo-Provera.coivi.

\\d.O

traSS

E>irth oorvtrol ^ou -tKirvk aeou-t just 4- x a ye.ar.
Please see important product information on adjacent page.
C 2002 Ptiafmaci* Ccyporition

UX002161701
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181 1HK liKhK/K I I HURSUAY, SLKI.IZ, UA)l

SWATS

Firx

Contact Julie Lee
Leejx©jmu.edu

JSBw

DELIVERY THROUGH
DINNER TO GO

ACCEPTED

438 9993

When was the last time you got Spanked?
Guilty pleasures reign supreme at Spanky's
Best sandwiches in town since 1975'
Walking
sine distance from campus
Directions and infc
information on www.Golookon.com

FaitrV

&OMFDFT rVND INS?tPATION 1A-1-3V?

Christian Musicians Wanted!

Community <3\UKCK

ON THC WCt* W VsWW.SPlWTUAUtY.60M

Why? To join two guitarists and a conga drummer in a Contemporary Worship Band.

SPe&IAL 1/n 60V6FA&6 SOT. 1-r?
AN OPCN CHAT POOM ALL DAY ON 1/n
"Moment to pr*f" - live chat* at noon each <ta<f
"reflection* on a changed Wortd* - a live chat eeriee
plue articles, interview*, commentarie* and more.

Where? Faith Community Church (A ne» church meeting at Mountain View Elementary
School at 33 West on Erickson).
When? Sundays from 10:00- 11:00am (Grind Opening-October 6)
Prerequisite: a love for Jesus and a pure desire to worship Him. We are looking for
worshipers who happen to be musicians as well. Vocalists also needed!
Call and sec if this ministry area might be a place where God can really use you.
Contact person: Keith Hulton (434-3996)
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JMU's Fifth Annual International Week presents.

International
Extravaganza!

international Photo
Contest!!

Come see performances by various cultural groups
while enjoying a catered South American buffet!

Friday
September 27
PC Ballroom
6 p.m.
Food catered by Aramark. Live international
music, dances, and more!!

Share your overseas photos
for a chance to win!
Contest Rules:
•Entries cannot be larger than
4"x6"
•Entries can be b&w or color on
photo paper
•Photo must have been taken in a
country other than the USA!
•No more than three entries per
person
•Entries must be received by the
CMISS office (Warren 245) by 4
p.m. on Thursday, September 19!

\\

0$
e ?^N

Limited seating! Purchase your tickets early!
(This event was sold out in advance last year!!)

,\a^
1

S10, J5 rO» JMUlTODLNTI

V*

TlskMa can b« purchased at the
CM1SS office, W.n.n 245, or at
any major International Weak
•vont!
Phone. 568-863*
Email: multiculturalQjmuedu
Web www |mu.edii/Uuem«Uon«l/iweek2002

ft

%&

0HW*

Winning entries will be on display
In Carrier Library during JMU's
annual International Week and the
two weeks following!

For complete details, visit the photo contest website at

MVl Mb Vu„u.l lal.LiiUaal Wetk
Mpu-iiil.ii :i . 2«. 200J

www.jmu.edu/international/iweek2002/photocontest/
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iLftSSLLllZQS
FOR RENT
id* Mi - S250/month.
(jnail#radtoid.«Ju. 540*31 5514.
for Sublet • Ofl-campus
townhousa with 3 lemaf* Grad
students. $212 per month Pie—■
call Julia, 301 9836224
ROOM

Find Renters for your Property •
Ad.ertls* your property in The
Breeze classified ads' Can 5686127 fc« more information.

FOR SALE
Yard lalel Couches, chairs,
IV/stereo cabinets, computers,
books, records, tapes, adult
clothes, coats, linens, comforter.
kitchenware, frames, paintings.
tools, old Chevy wagon Saturday,
9 a.m. • 11 a.m.. West Water &
Academy (a few blocks down from
Soankys).
»•" Meageose Solution - 24
speed mountain bike. Brand new,
never bean used. $500. Call Tim.
439-U10.
Handmade Paper Journals •
giftwrap. frames & more' Gift &
Thrift. 227 N. Mam.
1M3 Aeura Legend . Fu i> 555
car In etcellent condition
112,000 miles. $8,400. Must seel
Call 540942 3887
gg VW Solf - 5 speed manual
transmission, new tires, inspection
good through 7/03. good
condition. S800. 4333350
1990 Cellca • High mi lei" bui
runs/looks great tl.000. Call

MM |agf

19M Ford ■rone- ,l - 4WD. 3 inch
lift, good condition, great for four*herjiing. $2,500, or best offer
Call 540438-0681
1992 Mania Protege SI.500 and
Free Queen Waterbsd - Call
434 6938

Wanted: Part-time/PRN
Receptionist
V.ulahk- slUuS. Snnl resume to.
Sbanm Qsbgon
KMH Wellne«i Center
501 Stone Spring Rd.

llarrlBonburg. VA 22801

HELP WANTED
PARKING SERVICES
Is now hiring Bludenlk for Its
MuuYnt rruurmnCTit program
Starting pay it 86.50 pfr hour
wilh opportunities for advanccmmi To inqiilrr. pjc-v

call 568-3553. email
WYTnN.nmd9lmu.rdu or vtilt

hllp/ /u<u'wjmu.eflu/paikmg
to apply online
Pakitcr Eitcrlor Won* ■ e.per^nre
required 568-3068
Eietlc Dancers Wanted eicelient pay and benefits. Call
Kevn. 2465047 or Mfte. 807-0433
Attention Sprtn« H„
-Travel
free 2003. Free trips, parties,
and meals. Party with MTV
Hottest destinations. Most
reliable. Call 1 8004267710
www. sunsplmhtoun.com
Babysitter - Friday/Saturday mght.
References required. Please call
4323359
Financial Servloes Internship Paid internship with financial
incentives.
Gam first-hand
oipenence of the financial services
Industry. Assist in marketing,
financial reviews, and seminars.
Buikl your resume* Can 4426422
or aevefso4eOnfg.com.

Bartender Trainees Needed • $250
a day potential Local positions.
1800 2933985
S*00 Hour. Nude Moaela
Needed for Art Classes • No
experience necessary. Part time
work. For information or to apply
call Sara at 434-4807 E-mail
spooky imOhotmail com
Fraternities. Sororities, Clubs.
Student Grouse • Earn $1,000
$2,000
with
the
easy
Campusfundraiser.com three hour
fund raising event. Does not involve
crerM card apptcauons Fund raisng
dates art ftkng quddy. so can today
Contact Campusfundraiser.com at
8889233238 or visit our weosAe at
www csmpuutodntmi com

Love Sports?
V*e re recruiting hutrncu-minded
lentorVgrsduaic Muueni* who arc
looking for a career in talc* .
I le«ihlc pin-iimr hours $)0KIbsse and commn«orri| in
poSsatial •am*p MUM he in
aggmsive. *mart. icIf-Marter Will
work out of ihe Ijim lotm in
Timbervillc (20m from JMU1
Potential relocation lo Richmond.
NY. or London for lop producers
after gradualion Lmai
cave^eclipKV' orMw «lc en

failo202-47X-OJH2.

SLSOO Weekly Potential - mailing
our circulars. Free information. Can
2036830202.
HoeerteHty Meier • part tune hotel
sales. Fie>*ie hours, 1520 hours
Fas resume: 4339494.
[•/Other Easy Work - Can M
your schedule. No experience
required Up to $14 95/hr. Only
serious apply No selling Send
SASE to: UES. 1102 N Brand.
PMBfl61. Oept AC. Giendale. CA
91202

SERVICES
Computer Help In Your Home - Ail
areas from internet to upgrades
and repairs A* Certified. Call a
-PC Gee*" now. 540432 9547 or
5404 786873
www. Kanecompuf e'S. com
Long Distance 3.9 cents/
minute No fees. No 10 10. Call
1666 366-3489.
http.//bestrates iscoo net

Nona
I-or

i n 11 "Tin J ion and
Tk? rrejnsnf the
inmtication of linincint hrunru
i«*«s*ffuucv (inan tt
Bener Bmirtcv* Bureau. Inc
FTHMC

IClDSL-l

TRAVEL
#1 taring Break V., .lionet 110%
best prices' Mexico. Jamaica.
Bahamas, Florida. Teias. Book now
and receive free parties and
meals. Campus reps wanted'
1800-234-7007
andlesssummer tours com

g^ g£ g^ g^ g£ g^ g^ g^ g^ g^

Ill Early Spring Break Specials!
Cancun & Jamaica from $4291
Free breakfast, dinners & pat ties I
Award winning company! Group
leaders free1 Florida vacations from
$149' sprrngbreawrrave/ com
1 8006786386.
Wanted! Spring Breaker.! SCV
wants to send you on Spring Break
2003 to Cancun. AcapuKo. Mataoen.
Jamaca or the Bahamas lor tree! Cel
now at 1800795-4786 or email at
saiesOsuncoastvacations.com.
•1 Bering Break • Free trips,
parties, meals. Lowest prices.
Parlies with MTV/Jerry Springer
Featured with MSNBC Better than
evert www.sunspfashrours.com
1800-4267710
111 Early Specials! Spring Break
Bahamas party cruise) 5 days
$299! Includes meals, parties!
Awesome beaches, nightlife'
Departs from Florida' Get group go free' spnrvfyvaMravM.com
18006786386

mtHMM

T-shirt/Label Winners!

Spring Break 2003 • is now
sponsored by Student Eipressf
Cancun. Acapuico. Maiatian,
Jamaica. Bahamas. South Padre.
Las Vegas, Florida, and loiza.
Book early and get free mealel
Student Express sponsors the
best parties and is now hiring
salaried Salespeople. Campus
Reps, and On sue Stall. Contact
wwwstudeotopiess.com or 1800787 3787 for details.

Aet Mow! Guarantee the best
spring break puces! South Padre.
Cancun. Jamaica. Bahamas,
Acapuico. Florida, and Mardigras.
Travel free, reps needed, earn
$$$ Group discounts for 6*. Call
1-S88-TMINKS0N (18888446578.
dept 2626.)
www apnngbrgakditcountt.com

Sierra Club. Shenandoah Group
Anaual Picnic • Sunday. Sept
15. 5:30 p.m. Grand Caverns
Regional Para Bring a dish to
share and bring the family along!
Call Ralph Grove. 5686288. for
additional information

CMCaX • AUFfUO • JWACA
BAHWAAa • rUMKM

asgasa Alpha La—SBa • a national
collegiate leadership and honors
organization, is seeking highly
motivated students lo assist in
starting a local chapter 3.0 GPA
required
Contact
us
at:
cnapterse>sejrnBaJphelerTioda org.

uu TRIPS n MM,
lanCASB,MPMI)

1JM.ML4M9
www.tnh-evsl.sse*
Sefl Spring Break Tikes • AJ the fun
and all the protections. American
Eipress Worldwide. Guaranteed
best buy. One free trip for every 10
paid or cash starting with first
booking. Vou sell - we collect
payments World Class Vacations.
1800 222 4432.
Spring Break
200S with
StudentCHy coml R/tnp a.r. hotel,
free food end 150% lowest price
guarantee' Reps wanted! Organize
15 friends, earn 2 free trips. VIP
treatment, cash and pines to
promote SiudentCity.com1 Cal
1-800 293 1445 or email
saktseHtudentcity.com today!

Shydlvet One day first Tandem
skydives from 2 1/2 miles up!
22 lumper aircraft. JMU student
discounts! Call 1-877-3483759
(877-OIVESKV)
wwwshvoVveorange.com

Subscriptions
to The Breeze
are Available!
For only S40 for
third class mailings.
or $80 for first class
mailings, you can receive
an entire year of

The Breeze'.
Please send your name,
address & payment to
Sexual Assault Survivor*

The Breeze

Support Group forming now.
Honda*/* 7 p.m.

James Madison University
(; 1. Amhony-Sccgcr Hall
MSC6805
Hamsonburg. VA 22807

Contact JIB (or more Information
568 3407 or nipperJaBJmu edu

SKYDIVE!
One day first jumps, and a staff dedicated to keeping you and
your fellow JMU students skydiving at SKYDIVE ORANGE

Find out how to collect your cash on:

GoLookOn.com
Hint: http://www.golookon.com/mchone/lnfo.html J^*™3 M0^^

Freefall almost a minute
from 2 1/2 miles high
from our 22 Jumper
aircraft on your first skydive

(540) 943-6587

JMU Student Discounts

<c

1 (877) 34rW759
((877) DIVE-8KY)

completeinformauonisoo www.skydiveorange.com

ifcZi.j**- •"«•-■•>
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BJBJJ

$14

wuitk JAC tti/-»rt V at kygnvn HaLL Box Office
for fioor ticket;, ■je^ei-al Public a«d at-oloo»alfo available at Pla*-<? H'b^^ ^ yva
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www.hoobastank.com
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Free Food, Refreshments
Volleyball, Basketball
Prizes

£
S gr a lease v.': h The Commons, South View, or Stone Gate apartments
and get FREE local telephone service, FREE ethernet,
a-: FREE cable (over 45 channels) for one year,

, iew

'fr tr
HI HI
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